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Pell Grant recipients will see drop in awards 
By Alan White 
Editor 
Thirty-three percent of all students rely- 
ing on the federally funded PeD Grant may 
find their awards down somewhat, while 
others will receive nothing. 
Herb Vescio. director of Student Finan- 
cial Aid. said the "cuts haven't been carv- 
ed into stone." but are in "soft concrete 
right now." 
v e.-"uo said what students don't get from 
the fell Gram, they may be able to make 
up in state aid or Guaranteed Student 
Loans. 
Last year, state grants ranged from $300 
to $400. For 1986-87. however, state 
grants will run a straight $500 award for 
eligible, in-state students, due to increas- 
ed funding legislation passed by this year's 
General Assembly, according to Vescio. 
Parental contribution has also been ex- 
tended, according to Vescio. 
Last year students received state aid if 
their parent's contribution was $800 or 
less. For 198687 that cutoff figure is 
$1,000. 
/escio said raising the parental contribu- 
tion amount will add about $250,000 in 
state grant i.ioniep "or "niversitv students. 
1-ast year. Pell Grants ranged from $250 
to $ 1.950 for in-state students and $250 to 
$2,100 for out-of-state students. 
Unlike theGSL. the Pell Grant does not 
have to be paid hack. 
"Don't say no one's going to get aid, 
that's not true. Nobody really knows, we're 
still in a hdding situation. There's still 
some fighting going on in Washington." 
The fighting going on in Washington is 
over the Gramrn-Rudman-Hollings Act, re- 
quiring a balanced federal budget. 
President Reagan's budget, introduced 
two months ago, makes sweeping cuts in 
federally funded student aid. 
Estimated loss to university students is 
expected to run as high as $558,000. This 
year 4,000 students received Pell Grants. 
Vescio said there will be seven categories 
of Pell Grant recipients who will receive 
nothing. 
"They'll have to rely more an loans than 
grants," Vescio said. 
Breaking it down into dollar amounts. 
students who received anywhere from $250 
to $850 this year will not receive a Pell 
Grant for 1986-87, according to Vescio. 
Vescio said this is the first time he's seen 
such drastic cuts in student financial aid. 
"We've seen threats in the past," Vescio 
said. 
This year the university gave out 15.006 
financial awards to 7.700 students 
Vescio said his office is recommending 
students apply for a G8L if the increase 
in state aid doesn't equal the decrease in 
the Pell Grant. 
Vescio also encourages students to app- 
ly for the Pel Grant despite what cuts may 
be on the way, because Congress may kick 
in additional money before next year. 
Vescio said the key to losses and gains 
in financial aid is the ability to shift aid. 
"I'd say for the 1986-1987 year, given 
the ability to shift from where students can 
receive funds, the cuts will have very lit- 
tle impact." Vescio said. 
Progress photo/Rob Carr 
^Waiting 
Maggie Campbell, a physical plant worker from Moore, knitted while waiting for her ride to pick 
her up after work. Campbell was waiting in the laundry room of Telford Hall Monday. 
Polls to open Tuesday 
By Phil Bowling 
News editor 
This year students will be voting 
for president and senators in the 
April 22 Student Senate elections. 
In the past, senate has held 
separate elections for the senators 
and the executive officers. However, 
low turnout for the senator seats 
has prompted a reorganization of 
the process. 
Jon Marshall, elections chairman 
for the senate, said low turnouts for 
the senatorial race could be at- 
tributed to separate races. 
"Hopefully, if they only have to 
come out once, more people will 
vote," Marshall said. 
Over 2,000 ballots were cast in 
last year's final presidential elec- 
tion. However, only 425 people 
voted in the senate elections. 
Marshall said another problem 
with past elections was with the 
location. Former elections were held 
in the main lobby of the Powell 
Rnilding. 
This year's elections will be held 
in the Herndon Lounge in the 
Powell Building. Students will take 
a ballot and enter the lounge to vote. 
After votkig, students will leave 
the lounge through a side exit. Ac- 
cording to Marshall, this will stop 
direct contact between those who've 
voted and those attempting to do 
so. 
"In the peat, we had people cast 
their ballot and then tel someone in 
line to vote for a certain candidate," 
Marshall said. "There will be no 
campaigning by students in or 
around the voting area this year." 
"Voting wil be held from 10 a.m. 
until 6 p.m. According to Marshall, 
the actual voting process is simple. 
Although Marshall said he is not 
aware of any write-in candidates, 
spaces will be provided on the 
ballots. "In our meetings we have 
urged people to run as write-in can- 
didates," said Marshall. 
The requirements to be a senator 
remain the same for write-in can- 
didates. "Although a write-in can- 
didate may win, they still are not of- 
ficial until we have run the standard 
check on them," Marshall said. 
Therefore, write-in ballots will not 
be official until Wednesday after- 
noon. "I hope to have the ballots 
counted by 7 p.m. Tuesday with the 
exception of write-ins," Marshall 
said, jt 
The ballot* will be tabulated by 
the Administrative Computing of- 
fices. "We will feed our information 
into their program and it will give 
us all the results," said Marshall. 
"The ordy cost experienced by the 
senate offices is the actual printing 
of the ballots and we have not 
received a bill for that yet," Mar- 
shall said. The tabulation of the 
ballots and the use of the Herndon 
Lounge is at no cost to the office. 
Running mates for the executive 
offices are allowed to spend $200 per 
team, while senate candidates are 
limited to $50 on their campaigns. 
There are two parties running for 
the offices of president and vice 
president and 35 people running for 
senate seats. 
Steve Sctalffarth and Jim Ac- 
quaviva are running against Rhon- 
da Goodman and Shelly Lanasa for 
the offices of president and vice 
president. 
Schilffarth, Fort Thomas, is a 
junior police administration major. 
Acquaviva, Frankfort, is a junior 
public relations major. 
Goodman and Lanasa are both 
senior nursing majors. Goodman is 
from independence and Lanasa is 
from 4) ay tan, Ohio. 
University fares 
well in assembly 
By Amy Wolfford 
Managing editor 
Although   the   1986   General 
Assembly funded only 90 percent of. 
the university's established  full 
formula   funding,   officials   said 
education fared very well. 
University President Dr. H. H an 
ly Funderburk, along with three 
local legislators, said he felt educa- 
tion was the primary benefactor of 
the session. The General Assembly 
two years ago voted to give to the 
university 86 percent of full formula 
funding. 
He said he waa pleased higher 
education received better funding. 
"I think we have done pretty well 
considering the economic condition 
of the state and resources available. 
Budget allocations 
The university will receive $36.6 
million to operate during the 
1986-87 year and $40.7 million dur- 
86 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
ing the 1987-88 year. 
The approved budget woule; 
a 1 percent increase of fa 
salaries each year over the 
biennium. 
"We did not receive any catch-up 
money for the last two years, but we 
do feel good about this year," he 
said. 
The capital outlay, or building 
maintenance budget, was 
designated about $9 million over the 
next biennium to finance the repair 
of several campus structures. 
These included renovation of the 
Foster Music, Moore, Begley. and 
Memorial Science buildings, Martin 
Hall, the communications network 
and the university's heating and air 
conditioning systems. 
"There are several projects and 
we are doing what we ought to do 
to maintain the structures for the 
next generation," Funderburk said. 
The General Assembly also ap- 
proved a modified version of the 
Council on Higher Education's 
Strategic plan for Commonwealth 
Centers and endowed chair 
professorships. 
A pool of $75,000 wil be available 
in 1986-87 far the state universities 
to plan the centers and $1.8 million 
to establish the centers in 1987-88. 
"Major steps have been taken, 
but we can't stop. We'll have to take 
a bigger step next time," he said, 
legislators' reaction 
Local legislators also said they 
felt that education benefited from 
(See SCHOOL. Page A-7) 
Sanctions given Friday 
By Alan White 
Editor 
Sanctions against the Sigma 
Alpha Kpsilon fraternity will be an- 
nounced Friday, according to Dr. 
Hayward "Skip" Daugherty, direc- 
tor of Student Activities and 
Organizations. 
The sanctions stem from a March 
7 incident in which a 19-year-old 
SAE pledge, Michael Dailey of 
Erlanger, died from an overdose of 
alcohol while at a party at the frater- 
nity house on 230 S. Collins St. 
Even though the official an- 
nouncement will be made Friday, 
most involved parties already know 
the extent of the sanctions. 
"We were given the sanctions by 
Skip. We've been reviewing and go 
ing over them," said Chip Spencer, 
president of the SAEs. 
Spencer would not go into detail, 
however, as to what sanctions the 
fraternity has been given. 
"I'd rather let him (Daugherty) go 
over it," Spencer said. 
Doug Hartline, preadent of the 
Interfratemity Council and chair- 
man of the Council of Presidents, 
also declined comment 
"Everythiig is out of my hands. 
I'm not in any position to make a 
statement," Hartline said. 
Daugherty has presented the 
sanctions to the fraternity and now 
the fraternity has until Friday to ap- 
Kal the council's decision to Dr. 
iomas Myers, vice president for 
Student Affairs. 
Myers, too, said he is familiar 
with the sanctions and agrees with 
what the council had decided. 
"I like what they're doing. We 
don't want this type of thing to ever 
repeat itself," Myers said. 
Stan Strom, director of chapter 
development at the fraternity's 
headquarters in Evanston, 111., said 
he is satisfied with the university's 
handling of the situation. 
"They were extremely diligent" in 
their investigation, Strom said. 
"We're satisfied that things tak- 
ing place there are sufficient," 
Strom said. 
Strom said his office is currently 
not considering action against the 
fraternity. 
"From the initial report this is an 
individual incident where the 
chapter was not at fault in the sense 
of contributing to his death," Strom 
said. 
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Hot tin roof Pr0flr#M #**°*™ EIWn« 
Bob Powell, left, of Waco, and Pete Harrison of Richmond, work at replacing a ventilator on 
top ofthe Greg Adams Building last week. 
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Senate needs 
students' help 
Student Senate and Student 
Association President and Vieft 
President elections areTuesday!*\ 
Here are some thoughts. 
A strong Student Senate is 
vital. It is vital because it offers 
the only official channel 
students have to various pro- 
blems and administrators. 
Through Student Senate, the 
campus community can make 
sure its concerns are heard 
throughout the administration. 
The president can be quite 
powerful. He has a seat and a 
vote on the university's Board 
of Regents. 
What that means is that when 
important issues come down the 
pike, such as appliances in 
rooms and co-ed housing, the 
president can represent the stu- 
dent body as he or she sees fit. 
The Student Association 
president could make or break a 
proposal by Student Senate or 
Residence Hall Association. 
The fact is, students at this 
university have adequate chan- 
nels through which to make 
complaints, compliments or 
criticisms. 
No one student can have a real 
impact. No two students can 
either. In fact not even a couple 
hundred can get an ad- 
ministrator to listen. 
But a couple thousand? Yes, 
thousands can make the dif- 
ference. Student Senate and its 
officers are needed to organize 
such a movement, or at least get 
the students' concerns into the 
form of legislation. 
Students can show their sup- 
port next Tuesday by voting in 
the Student Senate elections. 
Our senate is here to represent 
us. If the majority demands ac- 
tion, the majority will get ac- 
tion. 
Students can show senate 
what they can accomplish by 
voting in Tuesday's election. 
Our administration really 
does not have much respect for 
senate. The administration 
knows senate represents only a 
few hundred students at best. 
But if 8,000 or 10,000 
students show up to vote on 
Tuesday, then the administra- 
tion has but one option, and that 
is to pay close attention to what 
senators and students alike 
have to say. 
We know the potential is ab- 
solutely there. Especially if 
students are lucky enough to 
Falls expense 
waste of funds 
In light of a sinking athletic 
budget apparently pulling the 
swim team down the drain, the 
university found funds to send 
a large administrative con- 
tingent to Cumberland Falls 
State Park two weekends ago. 
Those attending the retreat at 
the expense of the university 
were: John Rowlett. Academic 
Affairs and Research; Thomas 
Myers, Student Affairs: Donald 
Feltner, University Relations; 
Joseph Schwendeman. Ad- 
ministrative Affairs, and 
Charles Baldwin, Business 
Affairs. 
Also attending were: Donna 
Masters, executive secretary to 
the university president; Giles 
Black, university counsel, Doug 
Whitlock, executive assistant to 
the university president, and 
Donald Combs, athletic director. 
Ten regents attended the 
meeting, including faculty 
regent Bonnie Gray and student 
regent Ken Kearns. 
The question is obvious. 
Why? 
We were told the retreat was 
for the; vice presidents, board 
members and various other ad- 
ministrators to get better 
acquainted. 
It was as much a personal get- 
together as it was a business 
meeting, we were told. 
A question we pose, and one 
we'll find out, is what this little 
excursion cost the university. 
The university provided lodg- 
ing at Cumberland Falls for the 
delegation. The total number of 
people comes to about 20. 
The retreat, according to 
university officials, was needed 
so the group could get together 
without interruption. 
What's the deal? Does 
Cumberland Falls offer 
something more than just a 
good view and a Moonbow? 
Do the falls offer some 
mystical surrounding that in- 
duces creative and insightful 
thinking? 
One thing is for certain, 
though. 
The university was not in 
touch with this magic when it 
decided on its retreat 
Perspective 
vote on a president that acts on 
behalf of the students and not 
the administration. 
We don't feel students at this 
university have ha'd real 
representation in the past. 
But we also don't feel senate 
and its president have been 
given much support by the 
students. 
All we're asking is that 10,000 
students cast their votes 
Tuesday. 
What have you got to lose? 
There are important issues 
coming up in the next few years 
that will deeply affect all 
students. 
For the athletes, the issue is 
obvious: a future in collegiate 
sports. We're already seeing 
what the university can do with 
the swim teams. 
Rumor has it there will be two 
more university sports cut next 
year. 
The bottom line is that this 
university is heading toward 
major financial change. 
The Pell Grant and 
Guaranteed Student Loans will 
be virtually non-existant in the 
next few years thanks to 
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. 
Dropping enrollment will 
mean cuts in some programs. In 
fact, some programs will be cut 
out altogether. 
Education, we hope, will never 
take a backseat to athletics. 
Thus, athletic programs may 
receive major overhauls in the 
next three to five years. 
Students must be in the board 
rooms and meeting halls when 
vital decisions are made. 
We're not saying thousands of 
students can reverse the deci- 
sion of an issue such as the swim 
teams'. 
But perhaps the swim teams 
would not be in their present 
state had students taken a con- 
structive interest two or three 
years ago in campus politics, 
university policy and university 
finances. 
Perhaps this whole swim team 
controversy could have been 
averted. 
We ask that every student 
turn out to vote Tuesday. It is 
vital. 
The swimming program may 
just be the tip of the iceberg. 
You have a right to decide 
your fate. That's what you pay 
for. Get your money's worth by 
voting. 
Family traits inherited by son 
The boy was cursed from the very 
beginning of his  life.  He was a 
member of the Schunforder family. 
The kid was a born laser from the 
start. 
His parents could not think ot a 
first name for the little tyke upon 
his arrival into the world, so his 
family and friends just called him 
Schunforder. 
They compared his single name to 
that of Cher, Farrah or Englebert. 
but their fate was not in store for 
Schunforder. 
"Isn't the baby cute," said most 
people, as they place their eyes on 
any baby they come in contact with. 
But it was always, "Is this baby 
a Schunforder, a real live baby 
Schunforder." when onlookers saw 
the kid. 
"Why yes, he is," his parents 
would always repond. "How could 
you tell?" 
The onlookers mumbled 
something about how they heard 
about the Schunforder family, and 
from putting together everything 
their ears heard, the kid just had to 
be a Schunforder. 
Little Schunforder pas essed the 
negative characteristics irom both 
'Off the record' 
Amy Wolfford 
sides of the family. He had no 
forehead. He could not roll his 
tongue. He could not tie his shoes. 
The problems of life continued as 
Schunforder grew older. He did not 
know how to tell his left from his 
right. 
Every disease known to man grew 
from some limb of his family tree. 
Between his bad luck and family 
characteristics, it was a wonder 
Schunforder was lucky enough to 
make it to college. 
The family was accident prone, 
both physically and automotively. 
Schunforder tied Evel Knievel in 
number of bones broken at one time 
and was known to his friends by the 
nickname "AJ. SchunPOYTer." 
The kid had other negative fami- 
ly characteristics as well. 
The Schunforder curse hit the en- 
tire family every time the freezer 
door opened. Ice cubes would 
always hit the flow each time he 
wanted to enjoy a cold drink. 
There were even more family 
curses to be dealt with, too. 
Schunforder had trouble spelling. 
He could not figure it out. He came 
from a/amuy of teachers. It was a 
He thought spelling problem 
came from the side of the family 
which possessed math teachers, but 
Schunforder ruled this theory out. 
He couldn't add, either. 
Things just always kept going 
wrong for the poor kid Three peo- 
ple, including Schunforder, applied 
for a menial labor job. The com- 
pany's personnel manager said four 
people would be hired. Schunforder 
did not get the job. 
Schunforder ran unopposed in a 
student government election and 
lost. 
He wss the only person who was 
not caught cheating on a test, but 
failed because the teacher threw out 
all the grades. 
Face it. Schunforder was a Loser, 
with a capital "L." Nothing went 
right now, and the future looked 
even more hopeless. 
Now let's not make life out too 
bad for the Httle lost guy. Sure, oc- 
casionally things would go his way. 
V He once got a job. The employer's 
maiden name was Schunforder, 
figured that little Schunforder was 
also s loser like she was, and gave 
him a break. 
Schunforder was also swarded a 
perfect attendance certificate in 
high school. 
These things did not matter 
much, but made up for some of the 
worst things in his Ufa 
_ Schunfordej^had a philosophy, 
"No matter what happens to you, 
the good and the bad wfll all balance 
out in the end" 
He lived to see the bad come and 
the good go, but continued with 
life's immediate struggles. 
Luck like this continued 
throughout Schunforder's life. 
He would do things he did not 
hsve to do. He would go places he 
did not haw to go. 
He was s Schunforder. Proud but 
nonetheless, s 100 percent, a 
Schunforder. 
In other words 
To the editor Finger pointing 
Support RHA 
The Residence Hall Association 
would like to take this opportunity 
to recognize its staff at Eastern 
Kentucky University. Today, April 
17, has been set aside ss Hall Staff 
Appreciation Day during the 1986 
Residence Hall Week. 
We, as a representative student 
government group, want to thank 
the staff members for all the time 
and effort they give to the students 
living at EKU. 
These people include: Directors, 
who take on all the problems of a 
residence hall; Assistant Directors, 
G As and SAs who assist hall direc- 
tors in their many jobs; 
And RAs who deal with the con- 
cerns of their residents; maids and 
maintenance people who make sure 
you have a clean, efficient place to 
live; desk workers who take your 
calls and unlock your doors; 
Last, but far from least, are the 
night hostesses who insure that you 
will have a sals place to sleep. 
Todsy, whan you see s member of 
your residence hall staff, take time 
to stop, say hello and thank them 
for their hard work. Think how 
tough your life would be without 
these valuable people on your side. 
t 
Residence Hall Association 
The issue of alcohol is a steamy 
one, not only with politicians, 
parents and citizens, but also with 
students. 
The alcohol issue has been in the 
limelight with the press lately 
because of a death, a tragic death of 
a student. 
The finger pointing should cease. 
If one objectively examines this 
issue, we must see that responsibili- 
ty lies not in the hands of an 
organization, in this case Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, but with the 
individual 
First of all, in Kentucky an 18 
year old can vote and view R-rated 
movies but can't drink - legally. 
Legally is the key word to the 
alcohol issue in Richmond. 
When I wss s bartender in a local 
bar I was never tola to check 
stamps when serving alcohol. I also 
hsve never been carded when pur- 
chasing alcohol myself. 
In -the case of Michael Dailey. 
revenge seems to be the attitude 
Corrections 
Last week's story on the baseball 
team incorrectly stated the team's 
record They are 22-14. 
In last week's Police Best, 
Timothy Mosely wss incorrrctly 
charged. He was orjy s suspect. 
towards the Greek system. I guess 
the finger hss  to be pointed at 
something but how can a ringer be 
pointed without knowing some 
facts. 
It seems that the movie Animal 
House has projected s distasteful 
and clearly one-sided view of frater- 
nity life.  This the stereotype of 
(See LETTERS, Page 31 
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Greek life which seems to color the 
perception of many non-Greeks. 
Granted, the SAEs were in viola- 
tion of their housing agreement The 
university and the SAE national 
organization will deal with the 
chapter. 
My concern is that The Progress, 
in its "outgrage" seems to want to 
take matters into its own hands by 
demanding this investigation be 
conducted by those without any ties 
to the university or the Greek 
system. 
But not being connected to 
Eastern or the Greek system does 
not automatically ensure that one 
will be impartial. 
I n fact, the concept of bias can be 
manifest in both positive and 
negative ways. One The Progress 
may label impartial may be very 
partial - against Greeks. 
The SAEs seem to be the unfor- 
tunate object of blame when, ii we 
students are honest, we know we 
should examine our community, our 
friends, and frankly, ourselves. 
Is it human nature to place blame 
everywhere except where it is due? 
Think about it the next time you go 
downtown. Who's making you 
drink? 
Sharon Johnson 
Depot dangers 
Have you thought about what 
would happen if there was an ac- 
cidental leak of nerve gas at the 
Lexington-Bluegrass Army Depot 
(LBGAD)  in   Madison   County? 
Have you wondered if your 
friends and family would survive? 
Do you know that you can be active 
in preventing such an accident? 
There was a public meeting held 
on January 31,1986 in which Army 
representatives discussed various 
disposal alternatives for the unitary 
nerve gas missiles stored at the 
LBGAD. 
There are approximately 70,000 
missile to be disposed of. The Army 
proposed two choices for disposal: 
Ship the nerve gas missues to an out 
of state site for burning, or build an 
incinerator at the LBGAD in 
Madison County. Either choice is 
risky. 
There is even a greater risk that 
has not been addressed This is the 
lack of participation by those 
citizens at greatest risk for being in- 
jured whether the nerve gas is 
stored, moved, or burned. 
Only 500 people were at the 
January 31 meeting. Many at the 
meeting were Army officials, task 
force members, newsreporters and 
doctors. There are approximately 
27.286 people living and working 
within a five-mile radius of the 
LBGAD. 
We believe that community 
citizens can make a difference in the 
outcome of this situation. Therefore, 
we encourage citizens of Madison 
and surrounding counties to take 
the initiative to become more aware 
of and in /olved in this issue. 
t We also encourage attending the 
next public meeting to be held May 
15, 1986. If you are concerned about 
this contact your legislators and 
relay your concerns, questions, or 
thoughts on the nerve gas disposal 
issue. 
HoUy Rogers 
Debra Rose 
Tammy Robinson 
Susan MeLean 
Classified 
NATIONALLY KNOWN 
FIRM INTERVIEWING FOR 
SUMMER WORK. Make $400 
a week, develop communication 
skills, travel. SEND NAME 
AND NUMBER to : Sum 
mer'86 2050 Idle Hour Center 
Suite 119, Lexington, KY 40600 
ATTN: WAGEBUSTERS! 
Tired of S3.65/hr? HOW DOES 
$4,400 SOUND THIS SUM- 
MER. College credit, travel, 
meet new people. For interview 
appointment, call 1 259-0417. 
Want a job working around 
your schedule? Bluegraas Sitter 
Agency needa sitters. Own car 
a must. Jobs available now, 
summer and fall. Cal 273-2915, 
930 to 5:30, Mon.-Tburs. 
COUNSELORS: Summer boys 
resident camp in N.E. High 
salary, travel allowance for 
students with skills in basket- 
ball, baseball, soccer, sailing, 
tennis, archery, fencing, com- 
puter, pioneering, ropes, bicycl- 
ing. Also openings for RN's 
LPN's. For further information 
call 914-381-5983 or write to 
Camp Winadu, 5 Glen Lane, 
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543. 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 
$59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Call 
80O487-6000 Ext. R-4673for cur- 
rent federal list. 
■LE  
Tokina ATX 80-200 2.8 zoom 
lens. Excelent condition. Nikon 
mount. $225 firm. Call Rob at 
622-1600 days, 622-3702 nights 
CASH - We buy or Loan Money 
on silver, gold, diamonds, Tv's, 
guns, electric typewriters, 
binoculars, power tools, video 
recorders, guitars, banjos, 
micro-waves, class rings, etc. 
JOHNSON DIAMOND EX 
CHANGE Big Hill Plaza Shop- 
ping Center, 630 Big Hill Ave. 
Richmond 606-6234535. (All 
loans handled in a dignified and 
strictly   confidential   manner) 
Ship your packages UPS or 
Purolater at Hales Of nee Supp- 
ly, 110 St. George Street, Rich- 
mond, 6240810. 
Rockets, Kites, Balsa wood. D 
and D supplies. Richmond Supp- 
ly. Phone 623-1398. 
VAN HALEN m 
Please bring this 
coupon before April 20  / 
RECOROBMITH 
623-5058 On the bypass 
L. 
YEAR END BEACH BREAK 
only $99 for a week at Fort 
Walton Beach, south Padre 
Island and Daytona Beach! 
Hurry, call Sunchase Tours for 
more information toll free 
1-800-321-5911 TODAY! When 
that last test is over...Break for 
the Beach with Sunchase! 
STORE-ALL best little store 
house in Richmond. SELF 
STORAGE units on Big Hill 
Ave. Store your furniture, 
records, books, seasonal items. 
Office located at JOHNSON'S 
DIAMOND EXCHANGE 630 
Big Hill Ave. 6234535 
Trouble With Profs? School 
Hassles? Grade Haaales? Call 
the REAL WORLD 623-4827. 
Ask For Dave 
Pookey-Couldn't we try it one more 
time' Gumby 
verybody and Anybody-only 12 more 
shopping days remain until my 
birthday^^etry 
Lii--En|oPkd   Cumberland 
weekend  let's do  lunc 
Warner" 
i Pnrf-Grei 
P* t, Uurs.Sherri. Geralyn and Mi») -the weekends here! Get up! Love - Your Little Brothers 
Yo, Pi h T- at mixer this wee 
The Chops 
'£5&!* 
Jos in MKT 320. meet£ 
tonigra!-.- Pam V 
set a_^paWown 
lh the "l"-meet me at'Strattor 
You bring th« 
mbs! Tooter 
CANADA anybody want to share a ride 
to Ottawa. Ontario weekend of May 16 
call Dave P. 733-1858 
sw \e 
je*>* W
s 
SHOPPERS VILLAGE 
•In store Jewelry Repair &2A 0277 
•Keepsake Diamonds 40% OFF °'^f "^   ' ' 
•Bulova, Seiko, & Pulsar Watches 
•Krementz Jewelry 
•Engraving C"   *s 
•Ear piercing > 
•Batteries for all Watches and Calculators 
EAR PIERCING CLINIC SATURDAYS 
MAMA LEE'S PIZZA RESTAURANT 
228 S. 2nd St. Richmond Ky. 
In-House Specials: 
Mon.: Big Mama Calzone $2.09 
Tues.: $1 off Dinners, 50* off 
Sandwiches 
Wed.: Lasagna Day,. 
includes salad and 
DeuverTspeci.1:     gjjjgg? Sun. - Tues., bZS-SoSl 
Lg. 16" pizza, $5      FREE Delivery 
ECONOMY DRUG 
College Park Shopping Center 
Mon - Sal 9 am to 6 p.m. 
Phone-623'-2336 
WE CARRY- 
*& 
# 
Cr*'G' 
10 Percent off all prescriptions 
and non-sale merchandise 
with Student I.D. 
Campus Style Shop 
Special 
Sunburst    $12.50 
$3.00 off haircuts 
April 17-30, 1986 
Located Lower Level 
Powell Building 622-1485 
,25*ANj      gjSAgy Savings Good 
thru Tue , 
Apr* 22. 19M 
WHITE CLOUD 
BATHROOM TISSUE 
4-roll pact 
Soft and 
absorbent. 99 
Limn  2  packs,  please 
SCOPE 
40 oz. 
Mouth wash and 
gargle with 
minty taste. 
3 39 
EMPRESS CHUNK 
LIGHT TUNA 
6.5 oz. cans. Packed 
in oil or water. 
ACAPULCO 
WEB CHAIR 
Sturdy aluminum 
frame. Colorful 
web seat and back. 9 
SHIELD 
DEODORANT SOAP 
5 oz. bars. Clean, 
fresh scent. 
2/79* 
Limn 2 bats, please 
Colgate 
Colgate 
Toothpaste 
regular flavor 
$1.49 
.Grated 
Parmesan 
Cheese 
KRAFT 
•2 PARMESAN 
CHEESE 
802. 
Shaker top can. 
Perfect for 
pasta dishes. 
1 Reg. 2.49 
Limit 2 can*, please 
Reg 
12.99 
Coke 
and Coke 
products 
$3.29 
12 pack cans 
Walk This Way «• 
for the 
HOTTEST TANNING IN RICHMOND 
See you soon! 
&'/ 
Water St. 
EKU 
Campus 
Super Deal! 
$5 off 
tanning visits 
5 visits for$14.95 
(reg. $19.95) 
must present coupon 
expires: 4/23/86 
Tombstone 
9" Pizza 
$1.99 
Lay's 
Potato Chips 
99* 7oz. 
SUPERx PHOTO COUPON 
COLOR ENLARGEMENT 
Receive a coupon for e FREE color 
enlargement with original 
developing and printing regular-size 
color-prints. 
•vHh SINGLE PRINTS 
Receive a coupon for a FREE 5" x7" 
with DOUBLE or 8UPER SHOT PRINTS I 
Receive a coupon for a FREE 8" x 10". 
Limit one ton or disc per coupon, one I 
coupon per order. Compatible C41    | 
process film only. Enclose coupon with ■ 
order Good thru April 22. ISM 
K0DAC0L0R 
VR 200 FILM 
CL-110 
12 exposures. 
St 1 
APRIL 6 CANCER CONTROL MONTH 
When an American Cancer Society volunteer 
knocks on your door this month, our 
pharmacists urge you to take action against 
cancer and give generously. Ask our 
pharmacists for your FREE pamphlet about 
"Arthritis" WE CARE AND WE SHOW IT. 
TUNE IN TOR THE 
ARTHRITIS 
FOUNDATION 
TELETHON ON APRIL 27 
\~s: 
HAftCHfCK   All idvtnsto «^ „ rj^.M m M 'Md^ 
■vMatosi Iw toe* ** ow' wx%   tl «■• rur. out o> an odvTad 
itaWW     yOV   rn#.T   ChOOM   a lomollfm   brand     •»*»•*   *.* •»£>*■     O' 
• '••nchexfc   «»hsch aval entitle you 10 pwrchtM in* aOvamaex) 
n»m at tia iMriMd p'tta   Saw gnat •mmt ascfcjdrt   0"*» 
ana •and** coupon *.# ba etceptad pax .ten. 
f A-4   - The Eastern Progress, " Thursday, April 17.  1986 People poll Do you feel Student Senate adequately anewere the needa of students? By Leia LeMaeter 
Bob Begfey, junior, Aurora, lnd , 
marketing 
'Yes.   I 
done." 
guess  they get  the job 
Begley Sandman 
John Sandman, junior, Louiaville, 
marketing and management 
"Yes. overall senate does a good 
job considering the lack of support 
they   receive   from   the  student 
Chris McAfee, senior. Danville 
management 
"No. We need drug testing of 
business professors and nude mud 
wrestling in the Ravine." 
Kim Williams, senior. Louisville, 
business adsainistrstion 
Shop handles 
emergencies 
body/ 
Denise Marsh, senior. Branden- 
burg, forensic science 
"No, because not enough senators 
even attend the meetngs to make 
quorum for voting." 
Greg Young, junior, Lexington, 
management 
"No problem, 
fine job." 
They are doing a 
Mc Afee 
Jeanie  Tye. 
mond, pre-med 
Williams "Yes.   They   represented   the 
students well with student loans." 
sophomore,   Rich- 
1arsh Young 
"Yes. They do a good job, but 
have no support from the student 
body- 
Lisa Garner, junior, Cincinnati. 
Ohio, public relations 
"No. Have you ever been to one 
of their meetings?" 
Water can aid urinary infections 
Do you notice you have to go to 
.he bathroom more often and when 
you are finished you have to go 
again? 
Do you feel like you are going to 
pop but only pass a little water? 
If so you may have a urinary tract 
infection. 
The most common urinary tract 
infection is one of the bladder, call- 
ed cystitis. 
Besides frequency and burning on 
urination, you may experience 
discomfort or pain in the lower ab- 
domen. Blood may be present in the 
urine. 
I f you are a female it is more than 
likely that you either have ex- 
perienced or will experience cystitis. 
It is estimated one out of four 
women have it during their lifetime. 
The uretha is a tube from the 
bladder to the outside which is on- 
ly about one-half inch long in the 
female. ** 
The opening is adjacent to the 
genital and rectal areas which are 
sources of bacteria. The bacteria can 
ascend up the uretha and infect the 
bladder. 
Contamination of the uretha can 
be caused by wearing tight pants, 
wiping aft«r going to the bathroom, 
using paraphernalia during menses. 
or by having intercourse, the most 
common cause. 
Health notes 
Dr. Jydith Hood 
Cystitis in the male is less com 
mon and is often caused by blockage 
of urine by stones, an enlarged pro- 
state or a congenital defect. 
A genitourinary work-up is in- 
dicated if the male has repeated 
episodes. 
Cranberry juice, water and other 
non-alcoholic and caffeine-free fluids 
can help flush out the infection and 
Sve relict to most cases of cystitis, 
itibacterisl medications are usual- 
ly needed to clear the infection. 
Kidney infections are more 
serious and are usually accompanied 
with chills, high fever and back pain. 
In untreated cystitis the infection 
can travel up the urinary tract and 
involve the kidneys. 
This is why it is important to take 
all of the medicine prescribed by the 
physician even though the symp- 
toms subside. 
Frequency may be caused by 
nerves or caffeine. Do you notice 
how often you have to go before a 
test? High doses of vitamin C can 
cause frequency and burning. 
Infections of the genital tract in- 
cluding sOrne sexually transmitted 
diseases may cause these symp- 
toms. A culture is needed to 
establish the diagnosis 
There are a number of ways you 
can help avoid urinary tract 
infections: 
(1) Proper hygiene, keep genital 
area clean. 
(2) Good toilet habits, wipe from 
the front to the back. Urinate fre- 
quently; drink a lot of fluids to flush 
out bacteria. 
(3) Correct wearing apparel. 
Clothes that rub. like tight blue 
jeans and bathing suits, should not 
be worn for a long period of time. 
(4) Shower prior to intercourse; at 
least wash si the genital area. 
(5) Urinate after intercourse, this 
is the body's way of flushing out 
any bacteria on the urethra. 
By Robert Faulkner 
Staff Writer 
If a boiler blows or an air condi- 
tioning system suddenly shuts 
down, chances are the university's 
mechanical shop will handle the 
emergency. 
The mechanical shop is one of four 
departments that make up the 
Physical Plant, which is responsible 
for all repairs at the university. 
Some responsibilities include 
maintenance of the Arlington Club 
House, Meadowbrook Farm and 
May woods research facility. 
Physical Plant is made up of the 
grounds department, the custodial 
department, the building and struc- 
ture department, and the 
mechanical systems department of 
the mechanical shop. 
The grounds department is 
responsible for all aspects the land- 
scaping, cutting of grass, spreading 
salt daring bad weather and 
disposal of garbage. 
The building and structure 
department, which also houses the 
carpentry and woodworking depart- 
ments, is responsible for the repair 
and replacement of windows, doors, 
ceilings, paneling, fencing, 
sidewalks, walla and floors. 
The mechanical shop is responsi- 
ble for the maintenance of all 
plumbing, heating, air conditioning 
and refrigeration systems in every 
building on campus. 
"Basically, the mechanical shop 
will handle the maintenance on most 
pieces of equipment," said Elder Go- 
ble, assistant director of Physical 
Plant. 
"The buck stops here," said 
William Hacker, mechanical shop 
supervisor. "If it don't get done 
here, it won't get done." 
Although mechanical shop 
workers are called upon to repair 
water leaks and to unclog drams. 
they're frequently needed to par- 
form more difficult, complex tasks. 
"Some of our technical jobs in- 
clude repairing boilers and chillers 
- a mechanical term for watar chill- 
ing pieces of equipment." Goble 
said. 
The mechanical shop has a staff 
of 22 men, one who is permanently 
located in the Perkins Building and 
one who is located in the Stratum 
This is because "there's more im- 
portant and complicated equipment 
located in those buildings, like com- 
puters, that need work," Hacker 
said. 
Normal wear and tear constitute 
much of the mechanical shop 
workers problems. Other 
maintenance problems include van- 
dalism and temperature-related 
situations, according to Goble. 
The maintenance shop will "han- 
dle some of the electrical and 
mechanical repairs at Keene Hall, 
like replacing some piping and a 
couple of fan coil heaters," Goble 
said. 
Before Physical Plant was 
relocated to its present complex 
behind the intramural fields, all four 
departments were located in the 
basement of the Ault Building. 
"In 1968 there was oaky four men 
in the mechanical shop," recalled 
Hacker. 
Now, with a much larger facility, 
the mechanical shop finds that one 
of the main difficulties of maintain- 
ing physical maintenance 
throughout campus is battling a 
rapidly rising inflation rate with a 
nearly stabiized budget. 
"We're adequately handling the 
maintenance problems, but I don't 
feel we're able to handle preven- 
tative maintenance like we'd like 
to."   Goble   laid. 
HAROLD'S LAUNDRY 
CENTER 
DROP IT OFF ANb PICK IT UP 
FOR THAT 
PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRY TOUCH 
Then en m im 9V ground Dm>r HI our underKraduar officer 
nmvnsMonuig proKnun YtucituMNOn planning (ma career 
Ute iht men ui ihe. ad have And ab<o hn some great 
advantages bke 
■ Karnmg SIM) a month during tie school year 
■ As a iNSBBM or sophomore, 
you could cnmptelr your basic tram 
mg during twi six-week summer 
v-sMons and earn more fun (I KM) 
during each session 
Wsmttomove 
upquickly? 
■ Juniors earn more than 11900 during one len-week 
summer atajta 
■ You can take m* iiviluii Hying lessons 
■ You're commMoned upon graduation 
K you're looking In mow up quickly, look into the Marine Corps 
undergradualr officer axransaon- 
mg program You could 
start off making NIvsM 
lo S22.5O0 • ymt 
He/r looking *r* *•» 0mdi\ 
Southern Hills Plaza Phone: 623-0892 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
And they're both repre- 
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar . 
on the right means you command respect as an Arm/ officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities. P.O. Box 771V 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free I -800-USA-ARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
rGive your 
secretary 
thanks by 
the 
bunch. 
For more information, call Capt. Reckart at 
(502) 637-9704 Collect 
SUMMER JOBS $2,000 and up 
iei  ' ••" l Tl) It! I*: 4 Hu"!t> H.",.|urf 
Secretary's Week 
Afnl 21 Ikn April 25 
Balloon Bouquet $10.95 
or Chocolate Kiss 
Mug Bouquet $9.95 
FTD Special $19.95 
'•"*»"  * *ajs/ ,mmaL   ' 
flmtttt  ' >A arrantjrmtil,   ' 
IOUI   '  plant i   ' aiti it  Hfnrf, cf 
mnarminli 
Mage Florist 
125. S. Third 
'downtown next to the 
bus station 
623-0340 
A.M.I. 
has returned to conduct interviews for their 1986 summer 
work & career development program. 
K INTERVIEWING ONE DAY ONLY - 
THURSDAY, April 17, 1986 
You may apply if you're spending the summer in one of the following counties: 
Mankall 
»«~l- 
UtCimr, 
w„» 
Nukotaa 
r - i ■iiOl 
APPLY IN PERSON ON THURSDAY. APRIL 17, 1986 
IN KENNAMER ROOM - POWELL BUILDING - E.K.U. 
Interviews will last approximately 30 mins., beginning at: 
10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00 Open interviews - no appointment necessary Casual attire acceptable 
I RHA 
OKs 
monies 
By Phil Bowling 
New* editor 
Citing the need for office equip- 
ment, Residence Hall Association 
voted to spend over $800 from the 
association's key fund at Monday's 
meeting. 
Ann Browning, secretary, asked 
the body to approve $600 from the 
fund to purchase a typewriter for 
RHA. Currently. RHA material is 
typed in the Residence Hall Pro- 
grams office and is an inconve- 
nience. Browning said 
The expenditure for the 
typewriter was approved and RHA 
agreed to allow hall staffs to use the 
it. The machine will not be taken 
from the RHA office. 
Mike Evans, treasurer of RHA. 
told representatives that $1,350 was 
available in the key-money fund. "If 
you need anything, now is the time 
to ask for it." Evans said in his 
Students must pay 50cents to ob-     Tiny bubbles 
tain an extra key when they get 
The f-astttn Progress. Thursday, April 17.  1986   - A-5 
Police beat 
Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
locked out of their rooms. The key 
fund is used by halls to improve the 
living quarters for students. 
The money is often used by halls 
to obtain microwaves, vacuum 
cleaners and other necessities for 
the students However, the money 
cannot be spent for mixers or par- 
ties of any type. 
RHA approved a request for $50 
to be used in Miller-Beckham- 
McCreary and Combs halls. The 
money was requested to help both 
halls purchase microwaves. 
Other requests totaling .$225 
came from Palmer, Burnam and 
Dupree halls for the purchasing of 
vacuum cleaners. Unless under 
financial burden, halls must have 
matching funds for the purchase. 
After requests were approved, the 
body had $525 in the key fund and 
$418 in the general fund. 
The only request for monies from 
the general fund came from RHA 
President Melissa King. After a 
study was reported, Kaig asked the 
body to grant $50 to rent the Keen 
Johnson Ballroom for an RHA 
dance. 
At the last meeting, the money 
had been requested but not approv- 
ed. Rep. Steve Parsons led 
arguments claiming the body had 
not been charged for the rental 
previously. 
A study of the situation found no 
evidence that the body escaped fees 
for previous uses of the ballroom. 
King also asked the body and Par- 
sons to send a formal apology for 
the accusations to Dr. Hayward 
"Skip" Daugherty, director of Stu- 
dent Activities. 
"It was a communication pro- 
blem," Parsons said. 
Becky Adams, left, daughter of Gary and jane Adams, tries her 
luck at blowing some bubbles as her friend April Pilcher, daughter 
of Calvin and Carol Pilcher, looks on. 
Newspaper staff 
wins 17 awards 
Progress staff report 
Staffers for The Eastern Progress 
were the recipients of 12 Kentucky 
Intercollegiate Press awards this 
weekend when The Progress hosted 
the annual KIPA convention. 
First place:   Rob Carr. feature 
photos. 
Second places: The Progress staff, 
overall layout; Thomas Marsh, 
advertising art. 
Third places: Sean Elkins photo 
essay; Lisa Frost, opinion pages; 
Ron Server, advertising copy. 
Honorable mentions: Marsh, 
editorial cartoons, and original il- 
lustrations; Jay Carey, sports news 
story; Mike Mar see, sports game 
story; Alan White, front-page 
layout; Lisa Frost, front-page 
layout. 
Carr and Tim Thomas have been 
announced as finalists si the Region 
5 Sigma Delta Chi/Society of Profes- 
sional Journalists awards to be 
given in Columbus. Ohio. April 26 
and 26. 
Carr was nominated for feature 
photography and Thomas for 
editorial cartooning. 
The Eastern Progress has also 
received a third place award in the 
Gold Circle Awards for Overall 
Design/Broadsheets. 
Thi.s.contest is sponsored by the 
Columbia Scholastic Press Associa- 
tion and 723 colleges entered com- 
petition for design and writing. 
The Progress was one of 58 en- 
tries in the design competition. 
Arts and Entertainment editor 
Darenda Dennis received a third- 
place award in the review category. 
Elkins won third place in sports 
photographym in the Kentucky 
Weekly Newspaper Association con- 
teat for photos taken for The Beat- 
tyjille Enterprise 
The following reports have been 
filed with the university's Division 
of PubUc Safety: 
April 7: 
Mike Edwards. Mattox Hall, 
reported the theft of a ring and a 
calculator from his room. Total 
value is $220. 
Tarate Poshyanda. Dupree Hall, 
reported the theft of his books from 
the campus bookstore. Total value 
is $45. .  , 
April 8: 
Bobby Harris, Palmer Hall, 
reported that three white males in 
s moving car had thrown eggs at he 
and three friends. 
Roger Kincer, ModeJ School, 
reported the theft of a cutting torch. 
Total value is $90. 
Vickie Tucker. Burnam Hall, 
reported the theft of her purse and 
its contents from her room. Total 
value is $85. 
Daniel Evans, Easley. S.C., was 
arrested and charged with being 
drunk in a public place. 
April 9: 
Mark Thomas. Dupree Hall, 
reported the theft of the battery 
from his car. Total value is $50. 
April 10: 
Joseph Kirkpatrick, Richmond, 
was arrested and charged with driv- 
ing under the influence. 
Billy Ferguson. Todd Hall, 
reported the theft of a citizens band 
antenna from his car. Total value is $22. 
April 11: 
Shirley Dickeraon, night hostess 
at McGregor Hall, reported the 
sounding of a fire alarm. No smoke 
or fire were found. 
Karen Keith, Brockton, reported 
the sounding of a fire alarm. The 
alarm had been broken and was to 
be repaired. 
Kim Bufiin, Islington, reported 
the theft of her purse from the 
Powell Center. Total value is $100. 
April 12: 
James Vaught, Todd Hall, was ar- 
rested and charged with being 
drunk in a public place. 
John Broaky, Todd Hall, was ar- 
rested and charged with being 
drunk in a public place. 
The following cases which have 
appeared in "Police Beat" were fil- 
ed at the Madison County District 
Clerk's Office. This follow-up 
reports only the judge's rulings in 
each case. 
Greg McElroy's charge of drunk 
in a public place was dismissed. 
Claudio Murillo's charge of driv- 
ing under the influence was amend- 
ed to driving contrary to the law 
and he was fined $150. 
Charles Sears' charge of driving 
under the influence was amended to 
driving contrary to the law and he 
was fined $200 plus court costs. 
Dewey Lewis was fined $100 plus 
court costs for being drunk in a 
public place and the possession of 
marijuana. 
Ron Young was fined $407 for 
driving under the influence. 
Philmore Hughes' charge of driv- 
ing under the influence was amend 
ea to driving contrary to the law 
and he was fined $100 plus court 
costs. 
Derek Kirby'e charge of driving 
under the influence was amended to 
driving contrary to the law and he 
was fined $267. 
Derick Baakin was fined $200 plus 
court costs for driving under the 
influence. 
James BI.lock was fined $150 
plus court costs for the possession 
and production of marijuana. 
Constance Blalock's charge of 
possession and production of mari 
juana was dismissed. 
Christopher O'Dsniels' charge of 
driving under the influence was 
amended to driving contrary to the 
law and he was fined $250 plus court 
costs 
Jeff SowderN' charge of driving 
under the influence was dismissed 
and he was fined $88 for speeding. 
Dan Stmson'a charge of being 
drunk in a public place was 
dismissed. 
Ricky Loudermelt's charge of 
driving under the influence was 
amended to driving contrary to the 
law and he was fined $347. 
William Weathers was fined $150 
for driving under the influence. 
Derby 
infield Partv 
headband and two 
wristbands with every 
paid infield admission 
Join us Saturday, May 3, 
in Louisville for the 
1986 Kentucky Derby. 
Gates open at 8:00 am. 
Infield admission is 
$20.00 per person. 
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS! 
SCASHS 
We BUY or LOAN Money On 
Silver, Gold, Diamonds, TV's, Guns, Gold Chains, 
Electric Typewriters, Binoculars, Power Tools, 
Video Recorders, Guitars, Banjos, Micro-Waves, 
» ys*\'•!'.'.*/•   Class Rings, Etc.   h   \\\\>; ;',*, 
'^p' $oknson ^" 
Diamond &xch\nqe 
NEW LOCATION •/ 
Big Hill Plaza Shopping Center 
TOM FOLIY, Certified Gemologlft 
(All Loans Handled In a Olgnlfltd and Strictly 
ConfMantlal Mannar) H3-4333 
Earn money, experience 
Paid staff positions now open 
for 1986-1987 school year 
Editorial positions open: 
413-4335 
Ohis is your invitation to hear 
WALT LEAVER 
Antioch, Tennessee 
in a series of 
GOSPEL MEETINGS 
APRIL 20-25 
Sunday Morning Service at 10:45 
Services Each Evening at 7:30 
RICHMOND 
CHURCH OF CHRIST 
713 West Main Street 
Richmond, Kentucky 40475 
Editor 
News Editor 
Features Editor 
Arts Editor 
Staff Artist 
Managing Editor 
Organizations Editor 
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Candidates seek t t   • senate tt sitions 
By Phil BowUng 
New. editor 
The following it from interviews 
with candidate! for Student 
Association president and vice 
president running mates Steuen 
Schilffarth and Jim Acquaviva and 
Rhonda Goodman and Shelly 
Lanasa. 
What do you think senate haa ac- 
complished for the student body 
this year? 
Goodman: "I think that senate 
has accomplished informing the 
students a lot more than in the past. 
I believe the students have worked 
together more with the senate this 
year and that the senators 
represented what the students 
wanted and carried out those acts, 
bills and pieces of legislation." 
Schilffarth: "This year we have 
done a lot more geared toward the 
student and what the students have 
asked for. 
"A lot of things came out with the 
Martin Luther King thing. I work- 
ed with that personally and it was 
one of the first times a group of 
students got together that I' ve ever 
heard of . .. just a small group of 
students that could affect the whole 
university." 
Why are you running for the ex- 
ecutive offices of Student Senate? 
Schilffarth: "During the course of 
this year, I've gathered a lot of 
knowledge of the Student Associa- 
tion and the running of that. 
"As I thought about it and found 
out that most all of the present 
cabinet will be graduating, I looked 
around to see who else could run the 
organization and ... I felt I was the 
most qualified and could do a bet- 
ter job than anyone that I saw. So 
I decided to go ahead and run." 
Goodman: We can bring in new 
and fresh ideas and bounce those off 
Progress photo/Christopher Metz 
Rhonda Goodman, left, and Shelly Lanasa 
each other. We do speak to our 
classes frequently and we are known 
on campus and we feel that we can 
represent the student body well." 
What opinion do' you think 
students have of senate? 
Lanasa: "A lot of legislation writ- 
ten for the academic affairs was 
written by outside people that were 
not in senate. That shows they do 
have an interest in what is going on 
and that they can get in contact 
with their senators through the 
numbers being on the board in the 
Powell Building." 
Acquaviva: "I think the student 
opinion is fairly negative but I think 
a better word is uninformed because 
they really don't know what we are 
doing. I think it is as much our fault 
as it is anybody else's. I don't think 
we make a really hard effort to let 
the students know what we are do- 
ing." 
How can you change students' 
opinion of senate? 
Goodman "Right now they are 
just becoming aware of what stu- 
dent government is. I think through 
the voicing of the senators . . . mak- 
ing it known to the students that 
they can be participative in this." 
Schilffarth: "One of the things I 
propose is the reorganization of the 
public relations department. It 
would help get things 
through ... not only to campus but 
also off-campus students." 
Do you think cutting the else of 
senate will improve attendance? 
Acquaviva: "I'm hoping by 
decreasing the size of senate we will 
begin to get more quality people 
who are genuinely interested in the 
position. ' 
Goodman: "I think that if we 
start cutting senate we are going to 
be less informative and not repre- 
sent the student body as well. 
Without those senators we are go- 
ing to be missing in the represents 
tion by those students." 
Do yon believe Residence Hall 
Association and Student Senate 
relations are sound? 
Schilffarth: "I don't think we 
have peaked the usefulness of work- 
ing together. 
"There are so many problems that 
almost cross-reference that should 
not be put off until s spring session. 
I see no problems with us working 
with RHA and I plan on devoting 
a lot of my personal time to work- 
ing with them." 
IMIU: "There could be a lot bet- 
ter improvements to what went on 
this year. At least send s represen- 
tative from senate to their meetings 
and have somebody from their 
meetings come and sit in on senate." 
What do you expect to ac- 
complieh if elected? 
Goodman: "Some of my main 
goals is to start the base for curing 
student apathy. We also plan on 
having a 24-hour co-ed study area. 
We have some feasible, realistic 
means of achieving that. We also 
plan on extending recreation hours 
which is all within realistic goals 
and we plan on representing the stu- 
dent body." 
Schilffarth: "The main thing is 
communication ... to have s more 
informed constituency. A lot of our 
current problem is apathy. There is 
no intent made directly to the peo- 
ple to inform them. 
"We hope not only to inform the 
students but also the administra- 
tion and the alumni and the com- 
munity." 
Do you think cutting the ehte of 
senate will improve attendance and 
what do you think can be done to 
improve senators' attendance? 
Schilffarth: This problem has 
been around for a long time. When 
you take a senate seat, it is like a 
real job and should be treated as 
such. If you are misssig from the 
meetings then you are not 
representing your consti- 
tuents ... that's 160 students that 
are not being represented at a 
meeting. People should take the 
duties in consideration before they 
run for office." 
Goodman "We need to pick s 
designsted night that will better 
meet the needs of the students' 
schedules. There are a lot of 
senators that take night classes and 
cannot attend Although we cannot 
make everyone happy, we could try 
to hold some meetings on an alter- 
nate night for those who have dif- 
ficulty attending due to conflict of 
schedules." 
Do you think there are logical 
waya to oat the senate'. I17.UUU 
budget? 
Goodman:" I think right 
now ... Ken Reams has distributed 
the money and the funding in such 
a way that there is not any waste in 
the current budget. 
"I plan on discussing with him ex- 
actly how he came up with these 
methods so that I can put in means 
of improvement or see where there 
can be differences made. I don't 
think our budget is being wasted st 
all right now. It is being distributed 
in s very resourceful manner." 
Acquaviva:" I don't think there 
are any reasons whatsoever to cut 
the budget of senate What we have 
right now is a basic operating 
budget. We have made efforts to cut 
corners in order to round out s few 
of our programs thst the Student 
Association supports. 
"I would hope that after next year 
when we increase our image on cam- 
pus, we would be able to increase the 
budget." 
Steve Schilffarth, left, and Jim Acquaviva 
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School 
gets 
(Continued from Page All 
the 1986 seeaion. 
Rep. Harry Moberly, I)- 
Richmond, said: "Education is the 
clear winner in the 1986 General 
Assembly. 
"Higher education did very well 
in a number of areas: additional 
funding under the formula, major 
renovation of building pro- 
blems, ... some of what the gover- 
nor called for in Commonwealth 
.Centers of Excellence and faculty 
salaries. 
"Faculty have suffered through a 
period of low increases, so it is 
necessary for us to start back down 
the road to adequate faculty 
salaries," Moberly said. 
Rep. Lonnie Napier, R-Lancaster, 
said: "Education did very good: 
secondary, elementary and higher. 
"I think it probably was a real 
good session for education. 
Everybody seems to be happy," he 
said. 
Sen. Robert Martin, I>Richmond. 
and former university president, 
said the additional revenue for 
capital outlay would help the 
university. 
"The repair of heating, air condi- 
tioning and roofs will be beneficial, 
so when the next two year are com- 
eete, the buildings at Eastern will 
i about at the condition as when 
they were first built," he said. 
Legislation 
Many bills dealing with higher 
education failed to go through both 
houses before the session ended. 
The alumni regent bill was killed 
by Moberly because of an added 
amendment that would prohibit the 
faculty and student regents from 
voting on personnel matters. 
The remedial education bill, which 
would prohibit state financing of 
remedial programs, did not leave the 
House Education Committee. 
The bill to revoke scholarships of 
convicted athletic drug users pass- 
ed the House, but did not have time 
to get through Senate.       / 
Other pieces of legislation did 
make it through the session. 
Bills requiring occupational 
therapists to be licensed and pro- 
hibiting organizational hazing made 
it through both houses and will 
become law. 
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Grant to study 
stone buildings 
Charge! Progress photo/Mane Mitchell 
Tammy r-kjbbard, an undeclared freshman from Versailles, cheers from the sidelines of the Chi 
Omega-Kappa Alpha Theta softball game. The game was the semi-final of the Phi Delta Theta 
tournament. 
Special services moved 
Allen 
By Amy Wolf ford 
Muagin« editor 
A recent retire- 
ment has caused 
some rearrange- 
ment in the 
university's ad- 
ministrative 
lineup. 
James Howard 
Allen, dean of 
Student Develop- 
ment, has assum- 
ed the respon- 
sibilities of the retired Charlotte 
Denny, director of Student Special 
Services, in addition to his reguluar 
duties. 
Allen said he likes his new duties 
because they allow him to function 
in a different manner with the 
students. 
"I enjoy seeing students in s dif- 
ferent context. In one, you're 
disciplining, and in the other, there 
is no discipline," he said. 
He said he now has a different 
perspective of things because situa- 
tions are more relaxed. 
"There is a different feeling about 
one's responsibilities; I can relate 
more openry here," he said 
He has relocated the dean of Stu- 
dent Development's office from the 
Coatee Building into Denny's 
former office in Combs 116. The new 
location has changed his visitor 
flow, he said 
"The big thing is that students 
will come by here, when they 
wouldn't come to the administration 
building." 
The duties of the director of Stu- 
dent Special Services include pro- 
viding services to approximately 
300 students with learning or 
physical impairments. The office 
provides tutors,  interpreters and 
equipment tor students to use. 
The office is also interested in 
making campus accessible and safe 
for handicapped students. "We need 
to work on things others would take 
for granted," he said 
Dr. Thomas Myers, vice president 
of Student Affairs, said Allen's 
duties as dean would probably be 
rearranged in order for him to make 
time for special services. 
The dean of Student Development 
is in charge of discipline, summer 
orientation and commuter students. 
By Pun Logae 
Staff writer 
The university  has received  a 
110.000 grant from the Kentucky 
Heritage Council to research early 
stone buildkigs in Kentucky. 
The Kentucky Heritage Council is 
a state commission responsible for 
the identifying and preserving of 
things that are historically signifi- 
cant. The council works closely with 
county . historical societies 
throughout the state. 
According to William G. Adams, 
an associate professor in the Depart- 
ment of Geography, the purpose of 
the research is "trying to preserve, 
while possible, the structures in this 
state that are historical 
because of the individuals 
associated with them and the ar- 
chitectural features they possess." 
Adams said 30 buildings will be 
studied, with six of these being 
located in western Madison County 
that date back to 1790. 
The research is being conducted 
by Caroline Wooley of Lexington. 
She is a freelancer in architectural 
research. Adams said Wooley was 
chosen because of her reputation 
and background and because of her 
past work in preservation in this 
area. Any administrative duties will 
be carried out by Adams. 
Part of Wooley's work will include 
preparing measured floor plans and 
elevation drawings of the 30 struc- 
tures, and charts which break down 
the significant architectural 
features of the buildings Wooley 
will also create maps which show 
the locations of the buildings in the 
state  and black-and-white  photo 
documentation and line drawings of 
the structures 
Adams said the terms of the grant 
stipulated that the research must be 
done between March 1 and Sept. 30. 
The 110,000 will go directly to 
Wooley for her work. 
The Kentucky Heritage Council is 
directed by David L. Morgan but 
Adams has been working most 
closely with Robert M Polagrove. 
who is the Historic Sites Program 
Manager for the council. 
The council is funded by both 
state and federal funds "Federal 
funds will become more difficult to 
obtain because of the Grimm- 
Rudman legislation," Adams said. 
Most of the structures that are be- 
ing studied are homes, but others 
«are taverns which served aa room- 
ing houses and drinking 
establishments. One such structure 
is Duncan Tavern in Paris. It was 
a part of pioneer Kentucky, pro- 
bably around 1796 or 1800. 
Adams said he speaks with 
Wooley on occasion to see how the 
research is progressing. 
Wooley began her work by put- 
ting together a complete list of the 
buildings to be studied She is also 
studying the characteristics of ear- 
ly stone masons. 
Many of this state's structures 
were built by stone mason of a 
Scotch-Irish descent, while others, 
such as former Kentucky Gov. Met- 
calf, were of English descent. 
Wooley is trying to relate the work 
of these early stone masons to their 
heritage. 
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Drivers study safety 
By Robert Faulkner 
Staff writer 
One university department offers courses design- 
ed not only to improve an individual's driving habits, 
but to improve the driving of others. 
The Department of Traffic and Safety Institute of- 
fers several courses in driver and traffic safety that 
not only improve students' driving, but also can 
qualify education majors to be driver education in- 
structors, a field where ample opportunities exist. 
'This semester we have positions available, but no 
qualified people to fill them," said Dr. Ben Koepke. 
an assocjitepiufussur in the lose prevention and safc- 
ty department. 
According to Koepke, state schools usually hire 15 
to 20 driving instructors per year. He added that as 
of fall 1986. 10 aistructor openings will exist within 
the state. 
According to Koepke. any education major can ob- 
tain a certificate to teach high school driver educa- 
tion by completing four traffic safety courses. 
The four courses include: TRS 386. Methods and 
Education Media in Driver and Traffic Safety; TRS 
385, Introduction to Driver and Traffic Safety; TRS 
587. Behavioral Approaches in Driver and Traffic 
Safety; and TRS 588. Laboratory Programs in Driver 
and Traffic Safety 
"This is an area that will help prospective teachers 
get jobs because schools today are looking for other 
qualifications, other than the one they specialize in." 
Koepke said. 
He added that the traffic safety institute also of- 
fers a minor in traffic safety and other vehicle safe- 
ty courses. 
In order to increase enrollment and awareness of 
the driving program, the traffic safety institute will 
offer TRS 100. Trends in Loss Prevention. 
The class wil be a one-hour introductory course 
focusing on traffic safety. It will also include discus- 
sion of fire safety and loss prevention. 
Accordingto Koepke. the classes aren't limited on- 
ly to education majors, but are open to anyone who 
is interested in improving his or her driving, 
the traffic institute annually for a two-day program 
"These courses are good for people's personal driv- 
ing." Koepke said. "It helps students to be more 
aware of their driving and sharpens their skills." 
Sherry Kaffenbarger. a senior public relations ma- 
jor from Springfield, Ohio, said the traffic safety 
courses helped her to sharpen her driving skills. 
"I felt like I needed to improve my driving and I 
did so with this course," she said. 
Kaffenbarger added that she found the course not 
only educational but also enjoyable. "It's really in- 
teresting to evaluate your driving and see how you 
can improve it with techniques in the class." she said 
"It's fun because we go out on the driving range and 
practice emergency-type situations." 
According to Koepke, students who enroll in the 
traffic safety courses are taught bow to handle off 
the-road recovery, emergency lane changes, braking 
and steering, handling of a car in a skid, and the ap- 
plication of traffic laws. 
He added that part of what makes the classes so 
interesting is the use of modern facilities at the traf- 
fic safety institute. 
These facilities include a multi-media laboratory, 
a 7-acre driving range, individualized learning carrels 
and a simulation laboratory. 
Koepke said, among the facilities, the simulator 
seems to be the most popular. 
Once seated inside the simulator, the student gets 
a driver's eye view of a roadway situation. 
The "driver" must respond to each situation that 
is created by a movie projector. These situations in- 
clude driving conditions such as daytime, nighttime, 
and mountain driving, as well as emergency 
situations. 
The simulator is "really effective because they can 
take that knowledge from the simulator to the car 
on the street," Koepke said. 
Traffic safety classes may also prove helpful in 
commercial driving, especially in the trucking in- 
dustry, according to Koepke. 
One program at the institute deals only with peo- 
ple who drive company care. According to Koepke, 
the DuPont Corp. sends a group of its employees to 
on car handling. 
According to Koepke, the traffic safety courses are 
beneficial not only to education majors but also to 
the general public. 
Progress illustration/Thomas Marsh 
"This is an opportunity for education majors, who 
plan to teach, to be a part of this effort to have safer 
drivers and better traffic citizens," he said. 
Student program creates culture exchange 
By Terri Martin 
Features editor 
Although most people only visit 
a foreign country on vacation or 
business junkets, some European 
students have chosen to spend near- 
ly a year in the United States in 
order to absorb its culture. 
This year, three exchange 
students taking part in the Educa- 
tional Foundation for Foreign 
Study's High School Year in 
America are attending Richmond 
area high schools. 
Joy Allameh, an assistant pro- 
fessor in the university's English 
department and the local area 
representative for the Educational 
Foundation, said the foundation 
tries to place exchange students in 
the homes of host families for the 
duration of their 10-month stay. 
According to Allameh, a suc- 
cessful placement can create a great 
learning opportunity. "It s a 
tremendous learning experience," 
she said. "You learn things you 
could never learn from a book." 
Anna Reuithe, an exchange stu- 
dent from Borlange, Sweden, said 
she had found her visit to America 
to be very interesting. 
"It's interesting to be from a dif- 
ferent country," she said. "People 
are so open. They love to talk about 
where you're from and-how it's dif- 
ferent."   ^ 
Reuithe, who is currently enroll- 
ed at Madison Central High School, 
said she enjoyed the Richmond en- 
vironment. "Since it's a college 
town, there are a lot of things to 
do," she said. "Also, I like the 
weather. It's a lot cooler at home; we 
have about 10 feet of snow right 
now." 
Reuithe said she is taking two art 
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Kathy Adams, left, Anna Reuithe and Karen Adams relax at home 
'It's a tremendous learning experience. You learn 
things you could never learr? from a book.' 
-Joy Allameh 
classes at Central "I like that 
because I had taken all the art 
classes I could at home," she said. 
According to Reuithe, Swedish 
children begin school at age 7 and 
attend for nine years. "At the end 
of the nine years, we can choose 
whether or not we want to go more," 
she said. 
Reuithe said students can attend 
school for three more years at an in- 
stitution similar to a junior college. 
Reuithe said her year in America 
will count as academic credits in 
English. 
Reuithe added that she felt school 
in the United States was easier than 
in Sweden. "I had a "C in English 
at home and I've got an 'A' here," 
she said. "I have to study, but it's 
much easier here. If you do your 
homework, you'll do fine at school." 
Bill Adams, of the university's 
Billings and Collections office, is a 
member of Reuithe's host family. 
Adams said he and his family en- 
joy participation in the program. 
"Anna is the second Swedish ex- 
change student we've had in our 
borne." be said. "We Eke the pro- 
gram very much." 
Another student currently involv- 
ed in the program is Ika Bergroth, 
17. 
Bergroth, who is a native of 
southern Finland, currently attends 
Model Laboratory School on the 
university's campus. 
Bergroth said adjusting to life in 
the United States was difficult at 
first. "In the beginning it was 
hard," she said. "I guess I was ex- 
periencing culture shock." 
Since becoming accustomed to 
the Richmond area, Bergroth said 
she has found some favorites that 
will be hard to leave when she 
returns to Finland. 
"I like the food here," she said. "I 
love chili. I had never had it before. 
Also, fried chicken is good every 
now and then." 
According to Bergroth, some 
American fast foods are common in 
Finland. "We have hamburgers and 
French fries, but we don't eat them 
as often. Here, everyone eats much 
more fast and greasy foods," she 
said. 
Bergroth said in Finland her diet 
contains more potatoes and other 
vegetables. Also, darker bread is 
common. v 
"I've gained weight," said 
Bergroth. I'm not eating any more 
than at home, but apparently the 
change in diet has caused it." 
Bergroth added that she has en- 
joyed traveling within the United 
States. "People travel so much 
here." she said. "There's so many 
different climates here. If I lived 
here, I wouldn't hardly want to go 
anywhere else." 
Kentucky bound 
Junior wins engineering scholarship 
By Keith Howard 
Contributing writer 
Scholarship offers sometimes help 
high school athletes decide which 
college to attend. A recent scholar- 
ship award, however, has led one 
university student to continue his 
education at another state school: 
the University of Kentucky. 
Having been granted a scholar- 
ship in mechanical engineering, 
Sean Hill, 20. will soon be transfer- 
ring to UK. 
Hill, a junior mechanical engineer- 
ing major, said he wrote a paper to 
the scholarship board at UK ex- 
plaining why he chose to study 
engineering 
After a review of all the entered 
compositions, the scholarship board 
chose Hill as the winner of the 
11.000 scholarship. 
Hill said he is part of the 3-2 pro- 
gram at the university. 
In the program, a student stays 
at the university for three years and 
majors in either physics or 
chemistry. 
After  the  tnree   years  at  the 
Sean Hill 
university, the student transfers to 
the UK engineering program. Upon 
his graduation, Hul wiD receive a 
degree   in   both   physics   and 
mechanical engineering. 
Hill said much credit for bis 
engineering career decision goes to 
his grandfather. His grandfather, 
Frank Noga, now retired, once work- 
ed for the Physics Department at 
Stanford University in California. 
Hill added that the university's 
physics program has been a positive 
influence. 
"I've learned a great deal about 
physics in -every class that I've 
taken," he said. 
Hill said the university's physics 
program is good because its smaller 
number of participants means more 
individual attention from 
professors. 
"After completion of this pro- 
gram here at Eastern, one would be 
better prepared for the engineering 
program at UK," said Hill. "I am 
very confident about getting a job 
after graduation, especially since 
there aren't a lot of people involved 
in the program." 
Whenever be finds free time out 
of the classroom. Hill said be enjoys 
playing the guitar. Other interests 
include racquetball and tennis. 
Hill, however, remains active in 
extracurricular organizations which 
are related to his field of study. He 
is a member of the Physics Club, the 
Physics Honor Society and the 
Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers. 
Although Hill spends most of his 
time in the role of a student, he has 
spent part of his time at the univer- 
sity instructing others. 
Due to a shortage of lab instruc- 
tors last semester. Hill taught a lab 
involving the study of electricity 
and light. 
Professors in the department said 
Hill did a good job instructing. 
"Sean did an extremely good job 
with the lab," said Dr. Jerry 
Faughn, a professor of physics and 
astronomy at the university. 
Hill, however, said he is unsure of 
his career goal after graduation. 
Originally from the San Fransico 
area. Hill said he would like to move 
west after finishing his studies in 
order to be closer to his family. 
"As for right now." Hill said. "I 
want to get a job, but I'm not sure 
what I want to do." 
Hill said be is looking forward to 
his transfer to UK next semester. 
"After being at one school for so 
long, you sort of lose motivation to 
keep going" he said. 
Hill said transferring to another 
school plus getting the scholarship 
has given him the added incentive 
to continue his education at UK. 
He added, however, that his three 
years at the university have been 
enjoyable ones. 
"I have learned a lot here at 
Eastern, despite its partying im- 
age," he said. 
Hill added that regardless of the 
college someone attends, personal 
commitment, determines the results 
of your education. 
"No matter what school you go 
to, whether it is Harvard or EKU. 
what you put into it is what you get 
out of it,'  he said. 
Since her arrival Bergroth ha* 
visited Tennessee. Indiana and 
Ohio, as well as Chicago and 
Washington, D.C. 
In the future, she has plans to 
visit North Carolina, Virginia and 
West Virginia. "I'd like to be able 
to visit the West Coast but I don't 
think I'll be able to," she said. 
Bergroth, who has already com- 
pleted her high school education, 
said she is considering returning to 
the United States to attend college. 
"I've thought about attending In- 
diana, but I don't know yet,' she 
said. Bergroth plans to study music 
or journalism. 
One student who decided to do 
just that is Morten Vind, a univer- 
sity freshman from Stiver, 
Denmark. 
"I came here last year and attaBd- 
ed Madison Central." said Vind. "I 
liked the area so much that I decid- 
ed to return." 
Vind said he plans to complete his 
pre-dental studies at the university 
and return to the University of 
Copenhagen to receive bis dentistry 
degree. 
Another exchange student, An- 
drea Grasedyck, from Hamburg, 
West Germany, said she enjoyed 
seeing the United States through 
the program. "I recently returned 
from Washington. D.C, and next 
week I'm going to Florida," she 
said. 
Grasedyck added that she would 
recommend the program to other 
students. "It's really good," she 
said. "They take care of you here." 
According Allameh, applicants 
face a stringent selection process 
when they apply for the program. 
"The process involves examining 
the student's academic transcript, 
three interviews and three character 
references: one from a teacher, and 
two from other people who know the 
student," said Allameh. 
Allameh said applicants must 
display certain qualities before they 
are accepted into the program. "We 
like to select students with an in- 
quisitive mind and the ability to 
work in groups," she said. 
After students are selected, per- 
sonality profiles of the students are 
compiled in a brochure to aid pro- 
spective host families in choosing a 
student to share their homes. 
According to Allameh, 3,600 
students will be involved in the ex- 
change program next year. Par- 
ticipating countries inckide Austria, 
Finland, France, West Germany, 
Italy, Japan, Mexico, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. 
She added that interested families 
should act an mediately. "The pro- 
files have arrived and the students 
will be going fast." she said. 
As for host family requirements. 
Allaaoeh outlined needed qualifica- 
tions. "They Mad to be flexible, ac- 
tive arid should like adolescents. " 
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Organizations 
Society uses skills 
in field of journalism 
Stacy Overstreet 
Stiff wril«r 
Today's   world   is   information 
oriented. It is a necessity to be able 
to get important ideas across from 
one person to the next 
The Society of Professional Jour- 
nalists, Sigma Delta Chi, is a cam- 
pus orgar'zation which helps pro- 
mote the free dissemination of 
information. 
Journalism is a skill and this 
organization tries to recognize and 
elevate the prestige of journalism, 
said Dr. Elizabeth Fraas. the 
group's faculty adviser. 
Two university students will be 
recognized later in the month by 
receiving awards for the Mark of 
Excellence Contest sponsored by 
SPJ. The coniest annually 
recognizes outstanding 
achievements by student journalists 
in the many fields of journalism, in- 
cluding newspaper, magazine, 
broadcast and photo. 
Robert Carr will be recognized in 
photography and Tim Thomas for 
editorial cartooning. 
Carr. who is a sophomore jour- 
nalism major from Independence, 
laid he first became interested in . 
■ photography in college and he began 
taking pictures for the newspaper. 
One picture led to another and 
before long he began receiving 
awards for his work. 
"I was pleased that I won because 
there is a lot of good photographers 
from the region's division," Carr 
said. 
Thomas said he was surprised he 
was to receive the award. 
"I certainly had no idea that I 
would do so well." said Thomas, a 
senior public relations major from 
Versailles. 
The competition is open to all col- 
lege and university students across 
the nation. 
Each spring, the society sponsors 
its annual High School Newspaper 
Awards. 
Frass said the group sent out let- 
ters to all high schools asking for 
two copies of the schools' 
newspapers. 
The purpose of the high school 
awards is to recognize students at 
the high school level, according to 
Fraas. 
"In the long run. we hope to in- 
crease the number of people in the 
journalism field." she said. 
This year, there were 52 entries in 
the competition. 
The awards were presented to the 
winners during Mass Comm Days 
earlier in the month. 
The group sponsored a forum titl- 
ed "Parole and the Press." which 
featured Ron Simmons, chairman of 
the Kentucky parol" board, and 
Elsa Black, media attorney for the 
Lexington Herald-Leader. 
Currently, the public and the 
press are not allowed to sit in on 
parole board hearings because of an 
exemption in the open meetings law. 
According to Boo Herron, a senior 
journalism major from Russell, the 
meeting was very informative and 
helped him understand the parole 
process. 
"The whole question stems 
around whether making these 
meetings open to the public would 
hurt the parolee," said Herron. who 
is also a staff writer for the Citizen 
Voice & Time* in Irvine. 
"I feel the press has proven that 
it is impartial, in moat cases, and 
would cover the hearings with the 
same fairness as it does other 
meetings." 
Representatives from local 
newspapers, radio stations and 
television stations attended the 
forum along with community 
leaders. 
The society as a whole is the 
largest and most representative 
organization serving the field of 
journalism. 
There are more than 300 profes- 
sional and campus chapters 
throughout the United States. 
The group must meet some re- 
quirements to keep its charter. 
The campus chapter is in its third 
year at the university and Fraas 
said the group seems to be growing, 
with 21 new member being inducted 
the past year. 
The group is open to all students 
intending to enter the journalism 
field as a career. 
The member ship cost for students 
is $27.50 Professional journalists 
pay $40 for membership in SPJ. 
Sorority Slam Progress .photo/Chris Nlbiock 
Kelly Kuethe. a senior marketing major from Cincinnati and member of Kappa Alpha Theta. swings .] 
at the softball at the Phi Delta Theta tournament over the weekend. The sorority won its division.- - 
Team learns by hitting mats at meet 
By SttxaojM Staiey 
OrganimatloM editor 
West Point, NY., was the site of 
people slamming each other to the 
ground. Two university students 
took part in it, too. 
This past weekend, two members 
of the EKU Judo Team went to the 
National Colegiate Judo Champion- 
ship at West Point. Teams from as 
far away as California competed at 
the event. 
Andrew Smeltzer placed in the 
top eight in a field of of 36 com- 
petitors in the 156-pound weight 
division. 
Smeltzer, who is a junior police 
administration major from Schaum- 
burg. 111., shared a fifth-place finish 
in the competition. 
"Considering I lost to the first-, 
and second-place finishers,  I did  ' 
really well,'' said Smeltzer, a third- 
degree brown belt. . 
Brent Manley also partici 
the   tournament,   but c ted in the 
172-pound   and   under   weight 
division. 
Manley, however, was unable to 
place because he competed against 
individuals of higher belt divisions. 
M«nUy i« asj qajjaajsjajj *tthrnsn 
from Islington. 
Manley said the national meet is 
different from smaller competitions 
because it is an open meet. 
In the smaller competitions, a per- 
son would compete against a person 
of similar ability and weight 
category. 
However, in national competition, 
an individual like Manley, who is a 
second-degree yellow belt, will com- 
pete against any person in the 
weight division - whether it is a 
yellow belt or a black belt. 
. Manley said although he did not 
place, the trip was a definite learn- 
ing experience for him. 
'You always lesm different 
techniques, pins and throws from 
black belts and brown belts," he 
said. "They're not black belts and 
brown belts for nothing." 
Smeltzer also learned valuable judo lessons, including what it takes 
to make a good team. 
"Overall we've learned what it 
takes to compete on the national 
level." he said. "We plan to use it 
at the state tournament later in the 
month." 
Manley said he was inspired by 
one of the individuals who competed 
at the meet. The individual was not 
only s black belt in judo, but was 
blind. 
He said the individual won two 
rounds and was defeated in a third 
round. 
Along with the two competitors. 
Aubrey Lipscomb and David Can- 
non attended the nationals. 
Smeltzer said the two helped 
coach, teach and support him and 
Manley. 
"They would watch the fight and 
tell us which pins or throws would 
work," Manley said. 
Manley said the group attending 
the nationals this year was basical- 
ly comprised of anyone willing to 
attend. 
Next year, Smeltzer said he is 
hoping to send an entire team to the 
nationals. 
The trip to New York had some 
unexpected circumstances for the 
group. 
The trip took 16 hours to drive atf' 
compared to the 13 and one-half' 
hour return trip. 
The two and one-half hour dif- 
ference came, according to Manley, 
because of the snow storm the' 
group drove through on its way up. 
"It was so bad we couldn't see the' 
road at times," Manley said. "We 
had to follow trucks to stay on the 
road." 
The group from the university 
was one of the few teams, 
represented by the state of Keo; 
tucky, Manley said. 
He said the only other Kentucky 
team he saw at the competition was' 
from Cumberland. 
\\ 
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FOOD FOR 
THOUGHT. 
T^HfadihA      * j 99 
Food BaT 
Expires April 30. 1986 
TRY OUR FRESHTASTIKS FOOD BAR. 
A COMPLETE MEAL BY ITSELF OR 
FREE WITH ANY DINNER. 
Don't attack a full schedule on an 
empty stomach. Call Little Caesars* 
for pizza! pizza!? sandwiches, 
salads and soft drinks. It's the 
tastier portion of the educational 
process. 
Buy any size Original 
Round Pizzal Pizza!* 
with this coupon. 
Price varies depending, on 
size and number of toppings 
ordered. Valid with coupon 
at participating Little Caesars 
EXPIRES 4-30-66 
* 539 Mahafley Dr. 
623-0771 
)Sfl3ffls@aaaa'JF2feaa 
e WSSUai awr Emuprnn. nc. 
FREE ICE TEA 
Buy any size pizza 
and we'll Include 
a 32 oz. ice tea FREE 
EXPIRES 4-30-86 
539 Mahaffey Dr. 
623-0771 
COUSOK — ___ 
I I I I I I 
I J 
'To 
When you make paza this good, one just isn't enough. 
LCfces- 791-« C-M 
Group deals 
with apathy 
By Stave Florence 
Suff writer 
JimBob,   LarryBob,   KellyBob. 
Tracy Bob, MattBob. AmyBob ... 
No. this ia not a list of characters 
from "The Waltons." This is only a 
few of the names in a list of people 
who are members of the Center of 
the Universe. 
The Center of the Universe is a 
organization that has only been on 
campus for about a month, said 
Steve Bob Parsons, the club's 
president. 
Parsons said he and Gary Con 
ners. the vice president, came up 
with the idea for the organization. 
"We want an organization that 
would help get rid of student 
apathy," said Parsons, who is a 
senior political science major. 
The reason for putting Bob at the 
end of every member's name 
originated in Parson's hometown of 
Harlan. 
"In high school, we had a deal 
where you called your best friend 
Bob. This means you show personal 
admiration to them and consider 
them your friend," Parsons said. 
The stucture of the organization 
relies on the members' faith in the 
university system and the students 
involved. 
The preamble of the organiza- 
tion's constitution says, "In order 
to advance the dreams, purpose, and 
motivation of the students of 
Eastern Kentucky University, we as 
members of the student body do 
hereby ordain and establish the Con- 
stitution of the Center of the 
Universe, declaring our firm and 
outstanding faith in ourselves and 
our peers to usher in a new age of 
opportunity and achievement for 
every student who is enrolled in this 
institution of higher learning." 
Parsons said one of the goals of 
the organization was to be known 
nationally for involving themselves. 
"The organization deals a lot with 
pride in going to Eastern," Parsons 
said. 
The Center of the Universe has 
over 40 members, including over 20 
associate members. 
When a person joins the organiza- 
tion, he or she must first be an 
associate member for 30 days. Par- 
sons said. 
"This is an initiation period," he 
said. "They become a full member 
afterwards. It is a period in which 
we get them acquainted with 
everyone, and get them involved on 
campus." 
Another goal of the organization 
is to sponsor a social event every 
two weeks. TJ^e group recently spon- 
sored a "Come as your Fantasy" 
party where members came dressed 
as their favorite fantasy. 
Parsons said group discussions 
were also held. 
"We try to work with people's at- 
titude  about  their  self  and  the 
university," he said. "We want 
them to have a positive attitude and 
an outgoing spirit." 
SebrinaBob Lovensheimer, a 
"cosmic persona" of the organiza- 
tion, said she became a member 
because she wanted to be in an 
organization meet more people and 
do things with her friends. 
Lovensheimer is a junior accoun- 
ting major. 
The secretary of the society, Mary 
HelenBob Ellis, said she joined 
because she thought "it waa a 
worthy organisation." 
Ellis is a senior music major from 
Shelbyville. 
The Center of the Universe has 
dues of *5 per year and is open to 
full-time students, faculty and staff 
of the university. 
The faculty adviser of the 
organization is Dr. Donald Bodley, 
who is the chairman of the real 
estate studies program. 
According to the bylaws of the 
society, Bodley is referred to as the 
"Honorific of Slartibartfast." 
The name was inspired from the 
name of the hero in the book "A 
Hitchhiker's Guide to the 
Universe." 
This week, the group waa granted 
temporary status as a university 
organization from the Office of Stu- 
dent Activities and Organizations. 
To receive permanent status, the 
group will have to submit an update 
of its progress. 
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Coed receives, 
tuition award 
for involvement 
Flipped out Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
Ed Heeg, a graduate assistant and biology major from Fort 
Thomas, stretches out his muscles before the triathalon event 
held on campus Saturday. 
By Jamie Baker 
Staff writer 
Since Amy DeCamp came to the 
university, her campus involvement 
has continued to blossom. 
DeCamp is this year's recipient of 
the EKU's Women's Scholarship 
Award. 
DeCamp is a junior police ad- 
ministration major from Vandalia. 
Ohio. 
"I had to fill out an application 
first and then the competition was 
narrowed to five and I had to go in 
for an interview,'' DeCamp said. 
According to DeCamp, the win 
ners were picked according to their 
university activities, leadership 
ability, financial need and their ser- 
vice to the community. 
"The award will pay in-state tui- 
tion for one year and that comes out 
to about 11,000." DeCamp said. 
DeCamp said she felt she waa 
chosen because of her involvement 
in different organizations. 
Previously she has donated her 
time as an assistant with the Estill 
County High School Band. 
She also supported higher educa- 
tion in Kentucky by serving as 
member of the honor guard which 
escorted Gov. Martha Layne Collins 
at the Higher Education Rally in 
Frankfort. 
"It waa kind of funny that I was 
Campus clips 
Naravane to speak 
Dr. V.S. Naravane, a scholar from 
I ndia, will present two lectures on 
Indian literature, art and music at 
3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. today in the 
Clark Room of the Wallace 
Building. 
The first lecture, "The Bhagavad- 
gita: Its Poetry, Drama and 
Religious Meaning," will be 
presented at the 3:30 p.m. session. 
The second lecture, "The 
Philosophical and Religious Basis of 
Indian Art and Literature," will be 
presented at 7:30 p.m. 
The lectures are being sponsored 
by the College of Arts and 
Humanities in cooperation with the 
English Forum, Humanities Forum 
and the Philosophy Club. 
All are invited to attend. 
Team honors members 
The Little Colonels Dance Team 
will have its first annual awards 
reception at 4 p.m. April 20 in the 
Herndon Lounge of the Powell 
Building. 
Team members will be awarded 
for their accomplishments and local 
businesses will receive recognition 
for their support of the team. 
The reception is open to the public 
free of charge. 
Those interested in being a part 
of next year's team should attend. 
Hall holds contest 
Keene Hall is sponsoring its an- 
nual Miss Keene Hal contest at 
7:30 p.m. today on the second floor 
of Keene Hall. 
Admission is 50 cents. 
Ministers hold program 
The Campus Ministers' Associa- 
tion is sponsoring an alcohol 
awareness program titled "Alcohol: 
The Unknown Monkey On Our 
Backs" at 6 p.m. April 24 in the 
Chapel of Meditation. 
The meeting will be led by Dr. 
Richard Shuntich of the psychology 
department. Shuntich has done ex- 
tensive research in the area. 
All are invited to attend. 
Scholarship offered 
The United Methodist Campus 
Center is offering a scholarship for 
the 1986-87 academic year. 
The scholarship is available for 
United Methodist students who are 
juniors or seniors and whose major 
is in the College of Natural and 
Mathematical Sciences. 
To apply or for more information, 
contact the Rev. Mark Girard at 
623-6846. 
Colloquium date set 
The Department of Psychology is 
sponsoring a colloquium titled "Na- 
tional Trends in Serving Gifted 
Children" at 3:30 p.m. April 23 in 
the Adams Room of the Wallace 
Building. 
The meeting ia open to the public 
free of charge. 
Fraternity holds contest 
Phi Beta Sigma ia sponsoring a 
Mello Yello Chugging Contest at 4 
p.m. April 24 in the Powell Plaza. 
Fraternities, sororities and in- 
dependents are asked to supply a 
contestant for the event. 
There ia a $2 entry fee. 
supporting the rally because I'm not 
a Kentucky resident," DeCamp 
said. "But I enjoyed escorting Gov. 
Collins even though I didn't get to 
talk to her personally." 
DeCamp ia currently involved in 
several student organizations on 
campus. 
"I'm a member of the Student 
Alumni Association; president of 
Gamma Beta Phi, which has 600 
members; vice president of Alpha 
Phi Sigma, a criminal justice honor 
society; and a junior adviser to 
Lambda Sigma, the honorary of 
sophomores," she said 
DeCamp waa recently inducted in- 
to Mortar Board 
DeCamp is also a member of the 
Marching Maroon Band and EKU 
Pep Bands at the university. She 
plays the alto-saxophone and she is 
also the section and squad leader. 
"I have 18 hours of classes, but 
I got used to it in high school so I'm 
pretty used to budgeting my time 
and I don't spend much time in my 
room," she said. 
DeCamp, who has three brothers 
and three sisters at home, said she 
is the baby of the family. Being the 
"baby" has made her very does to 
her mother, she said. 
"My mom ia one of my best 
friends because she has supported 
me so much," DeCamp said. 
DeCamp enjoys playing the ban- 
jo, piano and saxophone. She also 
enjoys playing Softball and 
basketball. 
"I'm trying to get an internship 
with a federal institution in Georgia 
this summer," she said "But in five 
years, I'd lite to work for a large 
metropolitan police department 
since I am a police administration 
major." 
Q      Is your day full? 
Q.     Can you remember when your hair 
was cut last? 
A. HAIR ON MANE 
Will now be open   til 
8 p.m., Mon. - Thurs. 
by appointment only. 
Call Mary, Crickett, Paula, Carma Sue or 
Lisa at 623-2300 for an appointment to fit 
your schedule. 
with 
Student ID 
ANDERSON 
l-Wfc      IVI/J 
623 2300 
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ON 
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By-Pass, next to Holiday |nn 
Bring this coupon 
$300 
ON our low price 
Any Pair 
One coupon per pair 
Expires 4-17-86 
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BASH RIPROCK'S 
128 Main Street 
For Delivery Call: 
624 BASH 
$1.99 SUB & CHIPS 
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Why some hamburgers 
suffer from 
heat exhaustion. 
/ 
Some places prer-ook ;ind pre 
package their hamt.urgers Then 
lh«y leave Ihem sittirki   ^mmm 
■i:.a>.T h- •  :' C  IHl 
lamp! where they ye!     ^* 
wanned i .ver Oiler, over 
wjnned over Sc yojr 
larnburger gets limp 
At Wendy's, though WENDY'S 
your hamburger is always served 
immediately Fresh Hotottthegni; 
EAnd made with your 
choice ol Iresh toppings 
So why would anyone 
want an over warmed 
over hamburger when 
they can have one 
that's Iresh'' 
•1.00 
MIAL COMB! 
1/4 lb. Singh). Fries, 
16 oz. soft drink 
Cheese, bacon, and tax 
extra. One coupon per, 
customer. 
Not valid with any 
other offer 
Expires-5/1/66 
■ •MO 
Buy On* 
•t One) mi 
Explraa-B/1/ 
MIAL COMBO 
1/4 lb  Single. Fries, 
16 oz. soft drink. 
Cheese, bacon, and tax 
extra One coupon per 
customer. Not valid with any 
other offer. 
Expirea-6/1/86 
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Arts/Entertainment 
Jazz 
toots 
horn 
in band 
By Bob Monroe 
Staff writer 
"Spontaneous creativity." 
Those are the words of Rich II- 
Iman used to describe the advantage 
of the university's jazz ensemble 
over bands that play other types of 
music. 
"It's one of the more creative 
groups someone could play in." said 
I llman who, along with Hob Bryant, 
directs the ensemble. 
"We have auditions at the begin- 
ning of the semester." IUman said. 
"We pick the people from the audi- 
tions. It's open for non-music ma- 
jors as well as music majors." 
John Frances, a freshman music 
performance major from Monticello. 
said he was not greatly familiar with 
jazz when he first auditioned for the 
ensemble. 
This year the ensemble includes 
17 members: five saxophonists, four 
trombonists, four trumpeters, a 
pianist, guitarist, bassist and a 
drummer. 
Since most of the group is made 
up of music education majors, part 
of the purpose of the ensemble is to 
acquaint the members with jazz 
styles. But students are given the 
opportunity to create as well as 
learn. 
"Students make up melodies to go 
along with the chord changes. We 
really have jazz soloists," said 
IUman. 
"We play original charts written 
by members in the band." said Scott 
Reese, a senior music education ma- 
jor from I^banon, Ohio. "It's 
helpful stylistically to play jazz." 
IUman pointed out another advan- 
tage of jazz over various other types 
of music. "You don't often get to 
hear someone create something on 
the   spot,"  he  said. 
As it has done in the past, the 
ensemble is playing for high schools 
across the state. 
"The tour is probably one of the 
best experiences in the ensemble." 
said Reese. "You get a lot of ex- 
perience   playing   for   schools." 
— 
Guard tryouts 
slated May 3 
Progress photo/Hob Carr 
Craig Robinson plays saxophone during a recent jazz concert 
'   By 
staff write 
Auditions for the university's 
Marching Maroon guard •action will 
be bald May 3 at 10 a.m in the aux- 
iliary gym of Alumni Coliseum. 
According to Robert Belsar, in- 
structor of muafc and director of the 
marching band, he will be looking 
for majorettes and people for flags 
and rifles. 
He said a MMl— of eight ma- ■ 
jorettes will be chosen ss well as 
eight rifles. "We could use 24 to 32 
flags, depending on how many peo- 
ple try out," be said. 
Band members, aa well as guard 
members, must audition each year. 
Belser said he feels this adds to the 
quality of ths band. "There is s 
tendency for people, once they make 
it, not to work so hard," he said. 
Only guard auditions are being 
held now, however. Auditions for in- 
strumentalists will be held in 
August. 
Belser said he was hoping the size 
of the band would grow next year. 
"We recruit quite a bit," he said. 
During the year he visits high 
schools and has students sign cards 
indicating their interest in the band. 
"This is much like any other 
recruiting effort," he said. 
Marching band, or Music 266, is , 
open to any student who wants to 
try out. Belser said no previous ex- 
perience is required to be a guard 
member aa long aa the student is 
proficient in his or her area. 
However, Belser did say instrumen- 
tal experience was s necessity. "It 
takes much longer to teach the in- 
struments," he said. 
The marching band's main goal, 
according to Belser, is to entertain 
football crowds. It consists of s 
select group of performers who pro- 
vide musical and visual entertain- 
ment throughout the fall season of 
eachaiaar, he said. 
IUman said the ensemble has been 
well-received by its audiences. "It's 
usually very enthusiastic. I think 
the high school students have been 
surprised how well they like it." 
The ensemble's concerts at the 
university are weU-attended by local 
residents and faculty members as 
well as students. 
"It's quite s mixture." said II- 
lman. "There are a lot of good jazz 
musicians in town. Faculty 
members not in the music depart- 
ment come who an interested in 
jazz." 
"There's a lot of cultured music in 
the ensemble," said Frances. "It 
brings forth the culture of American 
music. It's nice to sit down and play 
something American-cultured." 
Both Reese and Frances noted 
playing in the ensemble has given 
them more confidence in their 
playing. 
Marching band is orUy one aspect 
of the university's band program. 
There is also a wind ensemble in the 
fail and a symphonic band and con- 
cert band m the spring. The ad- 
ministrator of the band program is 
Dr. Robert Hartwell, associate pro- 
fessor of music. 
Auditions for guard will be based 
on five criteria: command of basic 
fundamentals, a prepared routine, a 
group routine, a marching routine, 
and an interview with a panel of 
judgea. 
The prepared routine is to be done 
to music of the student's choice and 
is not to excssrl two and one-half 
minutaa. Belser said this portion of 
ths audition wfll show how creative 
a parson is, how comfortable ha or 
she is performing s practiced 
routine and the extent of the per- 
son's ability "Usually they will do 
the hardest things they can do," he 
said 
The group routine will be taught 
the day of the auditions and will be 
used to assess the ability of the stu- 
dent to learn quickly. Belser said 
this waa particularly important here 
at the university since the show is 
changed for every game. "The 
routine wiU be moderately easy and 
it will show us how quickly they 
learn and how good they look, 
Belser said 
The marching routine, which will 
also be taught the day of tryouts, 
will determine the student's com- 
mand of marching fundamentals. 
Belser said the group routine and 
the marching routine will also deter- 
mine how well the student can cover 
mistakes. He said since the routines 
are learned quickly, there will be 
mistakes and covering them effec- 
tively will be very important. 
The interview will be between the 
student and a panel of judges, which 
will include Belser, Hartwell. several 
graduate assistants who work with 
the band and section leaders of the 
band. 
The Marching Maroons consisted 
of 140 members during ths 1986 
season. Sixty-two percent of these 
members were not music majors. 
Belser said for many students band 
is a chance to be involved in 
something non-academic. 
For music majors it can also serve 
aa a lab. Occasionally, a student will 
write music or drills that can be in- 
corporated into shows. "This allows 
them to learn and gives us some new 
music." Belser said. 
Anyone who wants to audition for 
the guard should contact Belser st 
622-1429. 
GRADUATES 
CALL 
1-800-457-4065 FOR $400 AND 
PRE-APPROVED 
CREDIT ON A 
NEW FORD 
It's Easy To Qualify 
For $400 from Ford 
Motor Company 
■ You must receive at 
least a bachelor's degree 
or a state RN license 
between October I, 1985 
and September 30, 1986. 
For Pre-approved 
Credit from Ford 
Credit 
■ You must have verifi- 
able employment that 
begins within 120 days 
of your qualifying vehi- 
cle purchase at a salary 
sufficient to cover ordi- 
nary living expenses and 
your vehicle payment. 
■ Your credit record, if 
you have one, must indi- 
cate payment made as 
agreed. •> 
■ And don't forget...you 
must receive at least a 
bachelor's degree or a 
state RN license between 
October 1, 1985 and Sep- 
tember 30, 1986. 
These Vehicles Are 
Included In The Plan 
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP, 
Tempo, Mustang, 
Thunderbird 
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz, 
Capri, Cougar 
Ford Truck: Aerostar, 
Bronco II, Ranger, 
F-150&F-250 
C i 
,  ^S™Wd 
You are eligible for $400 
even if you don't finance 
your purchase. Use it 
toward your down pay- 
ment or get a check from 
Ford after the purchase 
or lease. 
The amount of your pre- 
approved credit is deter- 
mined by the qualified 
vehicle you buy. 
If a vehicle is not in 
dealer stock, it must 
be ordered by June 1, 
1986. Delivery of all 
vehicles must be taken 
by August 31, 1986. 
For complete details on 
how to get your $400 
plus pre-approved credit, 
call the toll-free number 
today. % 
1-800-457-4065 
i "<& 
Logan 
exits 
'stage' 
By Km RoUin. 
Contributing writer 
A policeman, a firefighter and an 
airplane pilot are just some of the 
profession* that many children 
dream about becoming. 
However, only a small amount of 
those children actually fulfill their 
childhood fantasies. 
But for Bill Logan, assistant 
director to the university's theater 
department, he found a way to do 
all the above through acting and 
directing. 
Logan has been at the university 
for three years, and said he has 
decided to further his career in New 
York next semester. 
Logan said the university has the 
finest facilities in the state, but he 
wants to pursue writing - his secret 
love. 
Although he plans to pursue his 
career elsewhere, Logan had glow- 
ing remarks about the colleagues 
with whom he works. 
"But what I really like are the 
students," he said. "They are 
idealistic, eager to learn and try new 
things, plus there is an abundance 
of talent in all three departments: 
theater, music and art," Logan said. 
"I thrive on challenges; that is 
why I am pursuing a writing career. 
But, I am also moving because it is 
a time in my life where I want to do 
other things and regret doing them 
later on in life." 
When meeting Logan, with a 
cross earring in his right ear, a 
slightly graying beard and high-top 
tennis shoes, one gets the impres- 
sion he is an acting instructor. 
Born in Owensboro and raised in 
Houston, Texas, Logan said he 
caught the bug in the eighth grade 
that led him on to a career in the 
arts. 
"Ever since I was 5 or6,1 always 
liked to put on little neighborhood 
plays," he said. 
"I saw the musical 'Bye, Bye, Bir- 
die,' and the play really blew me 
away, and after the play, I knew 
that's what I wanted to do the rest 
of my life." 
Although his parents wanted 
their son to choose a more stable 
career, he said they supported his 
every move in his desire to act and 
direct. 
After graduating from high 
school in 1966, Logan received a fine 
arts degree from Lon Morris Junior 
College in Jacksonville, Texas. 
In the fall of 1969, Logan enroll 
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Crispy critter 
leaves a trace 
Progress photo/Christopher Metz 
Bill Logan takes care of 'phoney' business before leaving in May 
In moving from Richmond to New 
York, Logan said he feels he is leav- 
ing a lot of fond memories and good 
feelings about the people, students 
and faculty members. 
ed at the University of Houston. It 
was there that he met one of his two 
major mentors, he said. 
Cecil Puckett, whom Logan 
describes as a legend in his own 
time, instilled in him the apprecia- 
tion of musical and classical theater. 
"Puckett was the most stylish 
director I ever worked with. He had 
a certain polish and professionalism 
about all his plays." Logan said. 
After two more years of school in 
Texas, Logan said he decided he was 
going to try acting in New York. 
Unfortunately, the death of his 
father sidetracked him to work odd 
jobs for several years. 
Then, a close friend, Bruce Lum- 
fikin, also a professional actor, 
ound him employment at Astro 
World, an amusement park in 
Houston. 
Logan's job was that of directing 
and writing shows for the park's 
animal characters. 
In 1974, Logan moved on to direct 
the Community Theater in San 
Angelo, Texas. 
After another two years, Logan 
packed his bags and moved back to 
his "hometown" of Houston and 
became   box   office  manager   at 
"Theater Under the Star." 
It was here that his high school 
drama teacher. Lela Blount, asked 
him to help out with the Houston 
High School of Performing Arts. 
"After working with students, I 
really decided that I wanted to 
teach," Logan said. "So at the age 
of 28, I went back to school at the 
University of Houston at Clear 
Lake." 
Logan said it was a while at Clear- 
Lake before he met his second men- 
tor. Bob Everding, who also en- 
couraged him to teach. Logan said 
he was the single best teacher under 
whom he had ever studied. 
After finishing his bachelor's and 
master's degrees at Clear Lake. 
Logan went to Bowling Green 
University m Ohio. 
From 1980 until 1983. Logan 
studied to receive his doctorate and 
moved to Richmond to fill the need 
for an acting instructor at the 
university. 
While here at the university. 
Logan has taught acting, and most 
recently directed the comic opera. 
"The Bartered Bride." 
THEOPHILUS 
Come worship with us at 235 North Second St. 
Sunday 9:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.; Wednesday 7:00 p.m 
■^WE'P \Sl HAVEN'T   \ 
UKE   \ BEEN INSIDE A 
FOR VOU. CHURCH BUIL0IM6J 
TO      /       IN AGES.. 
COME A  BUT I WILL  , 
SOMEOAY y 
KHE*& 
FINALLY 
INSIDE THE 
CHURCH 
BUILDING 
Dial-A-Bible-Moment 624-2427 «H 
"If I make it in New York. I will 
always want to come back here," he 
said. "I like it here, but I just feel 
I need to do this at this point in my 
life." 
A day in the hfe of a journalist can 
be truly unbelievable at times. 
Many times I have sat down to 
write my weekly column and I have 
absolutely no idea of what I'm go- 
ing to write about. 
Then again, there have been many 
times that I have wanted to let you 
all in on what bizarre events have 
happened to me on that particular 
day or weak. However, moat of them 
aren't printable! 
But anyway, if I've been told 
once, I've been told a thousand 
times, that the strangest things 
seem to always happen to me. 
So, I've decided to tall you about 
a humorous night which a friend 
and I experienced last week. 
It was Wednesday night, and I 
had worked all the live long day, so 
Priacilla and I decided that a night 
out waa just the cure for my assaM—' 
legs, head and feet. That was the 
first mistake. 
We proceeded to my car parked in 
the Lancaster Lot. When we got to 
the car. I had of course, left the keys 
in my room. So, off we went in a fast 
trot back to the dorm. 
Still a little tired, I began to 
wonder if this was a sign from up 
above to just stay at home and cool 
my heels. No. I thought. I need to 
get out. 
With keys in hand and a little 
faster pace we made our way 
through the heavy night traffic on 
Lancaster Avenue back to the car. 
As we created a "major plan of ac- 
tion," I let the car warm up, because 
if I don't, it 11 buck you through the 
windshield You have to understand 
that it's got a few "minor" 
mechanical problems that need 
tinkering with. 
Well, we sat there for, I guess, 10 
minutes or so '"'king trying to pass 
the wait. I looked around me and 
And so 
dof. dot. dot 
Darenda Dennis 
Play set April 17-19 
"Dancing in the End Zone," a 
play written by Bill Davis, a con- 
temporary playwright, will be per- 
formed at 7:80 p.m. April 17 
through April 19 in the Pearl 
Buchanan Theatre. 
The play centers around a young 
quarterback, played by Todd Berl- 
ing, who is forcd to make some 
tough decisions concerning drugs, 
school and winning football games. 
Kari Coleman, a senior minoring 
in theater, will play the role of a 
tutor, while Linda Hensley, a 
university employee, will serve as 
Berling's mother. Buzz Cornelison, 
a graduate student, wil take on the 
role of the questionably ethical foot- 
ball coach who wants nothing more 
than to win 
realized that there was more smoke 
coming from the outside of the car 
than from Friz's cigarette. 
There was smoke —wing from 
one end of my car to the other. Im- 
mediately. I shut off the engine and 
proceeded to investigate the origin 
of the cloud of smoke. 
A sudden rush of panic ran 
through my body, as I triad to 
remember when I had last checked 
the oil. 
I couldn't remember! 
I threw the hood open in warp 
speed. I reached for the oil stick, 
closed my eyes and prayed in hopes 
of seeing that beautiful black stuff 
dripping from the end 
It was only a quart low. no pro- 
blem I thought. But what waa the 
problem? 
Trusting my mechanical 
background, I calmed myself and 
checked the water too, since I 
couldn't remember the last time I 
had checked it. either. It was full 
My next thought waa either the 
carburetor had caught on fire, or a 
wire had burned. 
I took the breather off. that 
wasn't it. I checked all the wires 
that I could possibly trunk of, or see. 
Nothing. 
I had run out of sensible things to 
check for. 
Finally, we narrowed the smell to 
the right side of the car. As I kept 
faith in my iwrh«ni/-«l abilities, I 
looked closer at the firewall and all 
surrounding that 9-inch area. 
There waa the culprit. A small ball 
of fur lightly smoked from the 
manifold. Evidently, a small critter, 
with no better sense, had climbed 
under the hood, and when the car 
got warmed up almost enough for 
me to drive, it had singed its hair. 
It must have more sense than I 
gave him credit for, because it at 
least had enough smarts to get the 
heck out of that place when things 
started getting hot! 
*"«.•- 
JV UJSS i.k # *s° CONCERT J***/es 
RAVINE 
• APHIL 20lh      4<r»    SflO. SUNDAY 
Two Small Bod«> E»t Cotwr. Golden Agr 
APRIL 27lh      4 00    H 00  SUNDAY 
John vim I S . Velvet Eivifc 
APRII 29lh       SpeioVI Goodn. h  I ilia- • SOD. TUtSDAV 
(A "Hoi" ta%l Cojfcl Guitarist PeiloimrtiHt'l 
 i ......-f 
ONSQRtl) HY Z2^L |S|fflift 
ALL CONCERTS FREE - HOTDOG AND A COKE 25* 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••* 
•$  EASTEPN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
n*   CHEERLEADER AND 
YELL-LEADER TRYOUTS 
86 —  87 EKU Varsity Cheerleading Squad 
Meeting and Clinic 
•  A- .     . i.   • Mf N        .VOMFN 
6 PM  Thursday. April 17 
• All Iryoul requirements will be taught in * clinics 
' Come prepared lo work out 
• Tryouts will he held April ?8   1986 
ELIGIBILITY: 
Must be full-lime undergraduate student and in good standing 
Any student, regardless of race, color or creed, that meets the qualifi- 
cations stated above shall be eligible for tryouts 
Students trying-out must attend three of the five clinics offered 
April 17. 6-8 pm    April 21   3 30-6 p m. April 23, 6-8 pm. and April 24 
6-8 p m " 
m • 
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Sports 
Colonels take 
two from Zips 
By M1U 
The univareity's baseball team 
a 
but the wine were marred whan the 
MOM team tirnrttd the Colonels and 
their f ana while winning; the third 
gam*. 
Coach Jim Ward aaid a awaap of 
the University of Akron would have 
put some preieure on the Zipe when 
tba Colonala viait April 26-27. "We 
need to boat them at laaat two out 
of three there," ha said. 
In posting a lM win over the Col- 
onala on Sunday, the University of 
Akron Zipe displayed questionable 
sportsmanship aa they waved their 
fists while running the baaaa. 
shoutad to the fans and made 
obscene gaaniroa to those gathered 
for Parents' Weekend at Turkey 
Hughes Field. 
While the Zips tirade was unne- 
cessary, it also aaaajaaj ridiculous 
because the Colonels had handed 
them two losses the day before by 
scores of 14-2 and 9-8. 
"I can congratulate their perfor- 
mance,'' Ward aaid. referring to a 
pair of two-out singles which scored 
four runs. "But their behavior waa 
the worst that I've observed at any 
point in my career. 
"Our guy a showed a lot of 
restraint,'' Ward added 
Center fislder Robert Moore said 
Akron's "real cocky" showing 
would give the Colonala a revenge 
factor in later meetings 
"Wall pay them back." he aaid. 
Moore, who is second on the team 
with a .414 average, reinjured a 
previously sprained ankle when be 
stepped in a hole in tba outfield 
Ha is playing aa designated hitter 
while ha heaia. but ha aaid hell be 
back in center field soon "I'll be 
there for aura against Youngstown 
this weekend," Moore aaid. 
In Sunday's game. Colonels' 
starter F-d Norton gave up two runs 
in the first inning, but the Colonels 
got them back in tba third with a 
run-scoring single by Tan Redmon 
and a Frank Kremblas sacrifice fly. 
Akron than posted four runs in 
the fifth. Three of thoaa runs ware 
charged to Nortoia, who suffered the 
Loss RBI singles by John Maaaarelli 
and Mike Tuel headed the attack. 
The Colonels added one run in the 
fifth and the seventh, but the Zipe 
would not let up, and they held a 
10-4 lead heading into the bottom of 
the ninth inning. 
Mike Morrieeey and Brad Brian 
led off with walks, and Clay 
Elswick. who waa 4-for-6 on the day, 
singled in Morrieeey. 
However, Akron added insult to 
injury when Tuel caught Elswick off 
eecond baae using the hidden ball 
trick, in which tba shortstop con 
oeala the ball while the pitcher 
pretends to have it 
Bob Moranda singled in one more 
run, but tba lira waa gone from the 
Colonala. who fall to 22-14 overall 
and 5-3 in their division. 
In Saturday's first game, the Col 
ooela ran up five runs in the first in- 
ning, thanks in part to a two-run 
home run by Tony Weyrich. 
Elswick waa 3-for-3 with homers 
in tba fourth and six th innings and 
four RBIa Scott Privitera and 
Moranda were both 3-for-4 
Rusty Clark pitched seven 
intiiwga giving up one earned run 
and aeven has. Clark. 4-1, struck out 
eight batters. 
The Colonala trailed 3-1 in the 
Golfers 
fall at 
Marshall 
The wavuraity'agon* 
in at 
Jllthaa 
a field of 18 teams. 
Tba Colonala' Uam score of 942 
waa a foil 44 atrokaa behind the 
leading team. Ohio State Universi- 
ty won tba Marshall Invitational 
with an overall score of 898. 
Weetern Kentucky University 
waa second at 906, and tba Univer- 
sity of Kentucky waa third at 910. 
Ohio State's Craigen Pappaa shot 
221 for the low individual acore. He 
beat out three others in a playoff for 
top honors. 
The Colonels Bruce Oldendick 
tied for seventh, four shots off the 
lead at 226. 
The Colonels will play in a tour- 
nament at Ohio State University 
Una 
Proorsaa photo/Sean Elkins 
The Colonels' Mike Morrissey, left, looks as an Akron inf iekJer takes a dive 
third inning of the nightcap whan 
they exploded for eight runs in the 
bottom of the inning, Ud by Mor- 
rissey'a two-run double and Red- 
mon'a RBI triple. 
Akron struggled back to within 
one run, but Jimmy Miles came in 
in the six th and retired four straight 
batten to notch his second save. 
Starter Jeff Cruse, undefeated at 
5-0, waa the winner. 
On Friday, the Colonels racked up 
the University of Louisville's 
pitching for 17 runs and 23 hits, but 
it wasn't —M»ig*« aa the Cardinals 
won 24 17 on the strength of 28 hits 
Both teams were saving their 
pitchera for conference games, so 
the game became a festival of 
offense. 
U of L scored seven times in the 
first inning. The Colonels answered 
with four runs in the first, but the 
Cardinals' barrage of hits rendered 
any Colonel rally almost futile. The 
Colonels' seven-run seventh only 
dosed the gap to 19-17. 
Sam Holorook waa charged with 
the loss. He allowed 11 runs, nine 
earned, and 12 hits in three innings. 
Brian back behind plate after spinal injury 
By Debbie Taylor 
Staff writar 
University graduate Brad Brian 
could not stay away from his alma 
mater whan it offered ban a "a hard- 
ship year" of baseball eligibility 
after he waa forced to cut last year 
abort. 
A mysteriously contracted spinal 
injury forced Brian out of action for 
the better pert of last season, but it 
also gave bun an extra season of 
catching for the Colooeb this year. 
Successful surgery on s ruptured 
disc during Christmas break allow- 
ed Brian to fully recover, ha aaid. 
Baseball coach Jim Ward said "It 
was tough without him but year. 
With 22 wins for the team in its 
first 36 games. Brian aaid he has 
high hopes of beating Morehead 
State University on its home turf 
We're glad he's back for another     two errors behind the plate taaa 
"I don't expect any trouble this 
year, maybe a long time from now," 
Brian said of his injury. 
"Brad's probably the superior 
catcher in tba OVC." Ward aaid 
"He's an outstanding, catcher. 
Ward added "He throws well, has 
an outstanding arm and a winning 
attitude. He's a real clutch player.'' 
Through the Colonala' first 36 
games, Brian has posted a .370 bat- 
ting aver age, fifth on the team. 
Ha also baa four home runs and 
21 RBIa. Brian leads the team in 
game-winning RBIa with five and in 
walks with 29. He has made just 
before the end of the regular set 
The Coloneb lost the first of their 
three games at Morehead 
Other than defeating Morehead 
Brian said the team also has to con- 
centrate on the other Ohio Valley 
Conference games in order to com- 
pete hi the OVC playoffs next 
month. 
Brian aaid the Colonels have a 
practice schedule that lasts almost 
the entire year in preparation for the 
spring 
"In the winter, we practice about 
every day lifting weights,'' Brian 
aaid "Then after Christmas, we 
start running and lifting. 
Brian, who signed with the 
university to the fall of 1981. played 
in a summer league at Cape Cod 
Mass., after his junior year. 
Ha aaid there waa "some good 
competition" at Cape Col, inchiding 
members of the 1984 U.S. Olympic 
baseball team. 
Brian, who has attended the 
university for five years, holds a 
bachelor's degree in broadcasting 
and has begun work on a minor in 
business. 
The Louisville native baa played 
baseball aince he waa 6 years old 
and enjoys watching and playing 
baseball and other sports. 
Sportlighte 
Western continues hunt 
A search committee at Western 
Kentucky University has reported- 
ly narrowed the field of candidates 
for thejob of men's beaketball coach 
to eix. They hope to reach a decision 
by the end of this week. 
The vacancy was created after 
former coach Clem Haakina resign 
ed to take the same job at the 
University of Minnesota 
Wright State University coach 
Ralph Underbill waa interviewed 
but weekend aa waa Wayne Chap- 
man, now the head coach at Ken- 
tucky Weeleyan Colege and a 
former Western player. 
Trainers' workshop set 
The university will host a Cramer 
student athletic trainers' workshop 
July 18-16. 
Thai i nstructional staff will consist 
of certified athletic trainers from 
Kentucky coMogee and universities. 
The S146 cost includes housing and 
For more information, contact 
university head trainer Bobby Bar- 
ton at 622-2134 or Cramer represen- 
tative Janet Locar at (913) 884-7511. 
Studying for those last tests? 
time to catch some great buys 
at Danny's? 
NO problem . .. phone in you order for 
of your greek and sports wear needs/!!!! 
623-5062 
Noble Roman's 
FEED TWO FOR $5.99 
in 7 MINUTES 
Call Noble Roman's Express Delivery at 623-4573 and 
order our 10" Monster® Pizza, the one with lots of top- 
pings and with almost three times the cheese of a 
regular pizza, for only $5.99. It will be delivered fast 
by our radio dispatched, oven-equipped truck, many 
times in 7 minutes or less. 
TRY THE BESt PIZ^A AT THE BEST 
PRICE   DELIVERED   THE   FASTEST 
FROM NOBLE ROMAN'S 
Express Delivery Hours 5 p.m. to Midnight, 7 Days a week. 
COUPON COUPON 
$5.99 
1,10" Monster®  Pizza 
from MOBLE ROMAN'S 
express delivery 
good through April 27. 1966 
good only on EKU campus 
"TREE-MENDOUS" 
New Services From Our Popular 
MONEY 
TREES 
ANNOUNCING 
C ) 
Cash in a Flash— 
from our Money Trees- 
It's as simple as 
N    1-2-TREE 
II your bank's Automated Teller Machine 
has you Whisflin' Dixie'' while you're wait- 
ing for your cash—you'll love the Richmond 
Bank's Money Trees! Put in your card, 
and in less than 30 seconds, you'll have 
your "EASY MONEY' in hand It's  lightning 
last"—and simple 
NOW- 
these additional 
services are available 
at ALL our Trees: 
\S Check your account balances—day 
or night—the Tree will tell you exactly 
what your checking or savings account 
balances are. Incidentally—there s no 
charge lor balance Inquiry transactions 
at the Richmond Bank 
iS Transler tunds between accounts— 
high-speed technology is as simple as 
1 -2-tree—move funds Irom checking 
to savings, or automatically make loan 
payments—at the Tree! 
MMM 
< nucoN COUPON 
We're Bloomin' 
with Bucks for 
Madison County 
Public Library Fund 
To date—we've put $ 3 25        oh 
our lobby Money Tree—money that'll 
be given to 
Madison County Public Library Fund 
Want to help? Apply lor your Money 
Tree Card—or, if you have one-USE IT. 
We're donating $ 25 per transaction to 
Madison County Public Library Fund. 
Now, thru April 30th. 
Men play host 
to Samuels 
Invitational 
By MlkeMar.ee 
Sport. editor 
The university's track and field 
teams made it through a busy week 
aa the men made a strong showing 
on their home track and a women's 
relay team pulled off a win in 
another major meet. 
The men captured four wins in the 
16 events at the Tom Samuels In- 
vitational, an open meet which the 
university boated April 8 at Tom 
Samuels Track. 
Freshman Jimmy Vandenberg 
won the 6,000 meters with a time of 
16:18.37. 
Teammate Orseie Bumpua was se- 
cond in that event at 16:24.99, and 
Bobby Carotin finished fifth at 
16:26.88. 
In the 100, Glenn Jackson won by 
.2 seconds with a time of 10.3 
seconds. Anthony Long was third at 
10.7 seconds and Mark Morris' time 
of 10.76 seconds put him in a tie for 
fifth place. 
Jeff Goodwin captured the 800 in 
1:64.73. Bumpus was fifth in that 
event at 1:68.78. 
The Colonels' 4x400 relay team of 
Jackson. Mike Carter, Roger Chap- 
man and Goodwin won that event 
with a time of 8:16. 
The 4x100 team of Jackson, 
Carter, Morris and Roger Hum- 
phries was second at 41.6 seconds. 
Goodwin also finished second in 
the triple jump, clearing 47 'eet. '/i 
inch. 
In the 400, Chapman was second 
with a time of 48.93 seconds, while 
Humphries was fifth. 
In the 1.600. Rick Reaaor was 
third with a time of 4.-06.84 and 
Steve Duffy finished in 4:06.86 for 
fifth place. 
Anton Rases was third in the long 
jump with a bast jump of 23-6V«, 
while teammate Morris waa fifth at 
22-6V4. 
Finally, Long <HtK«'< .06 seconds 
off the lead in the 200, but in fourth 
place. He ran the event in 22.21 
seconds. 
On Friday, both the men and 
woman competed in the Dogwood 
Relays in Knoxvilla, Tenn. 
The University of Tennessee 
hosted the meet, a major meet 
which featured many of the top 
schools in the region. 
According to Coach Rick Erd- 
mi™ the highlight of the meet for 
the woman was the wn posted by 
the 4x200 relay team. 
The team, made up of Charmaine 
Byer, Jackie Humphrey, Karen 
Robinson and Rose GUmore won the 
race with a time of 1:38. 
The University of Pittsburgh's 
team was second in that event, and 
Michigan State University placed 
third. 
In other women's events. Angle 
Barker set a school record in the 
discus with a throw of 160-4. Barker 
finished fourth in the discus and 
later placed third in the shot pat. 
The Colonels' mils relay team of 
Pam Ragln. Marilyn Johnson, 
Humphrey and Byer also sat a 
school record. The team's time of 
3:43.6 waa good for a fourth-place 
finish. 
In the high hurdles, Humphrey 
wss second at 13.66 seconds and 
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Pro wrestling 
made for fans 
Progress photo/Sean Elkins 
Rick Reasor breaks the tape for the Colonels 
Colonels to play scrimmage 
Progress ataf f report 
Coach Roy Kidd's university foot- 
ball team will play its annual 
Maroon-White Game at 1:30 p.m. 
Saturday at Hanger Field. 
The game marks the end of spring 
practice for the Colonels. The squad 
will be divided into two teams, 
which will be picked today. Rosters 
will be available at the stadium. 
The Colonels had gotten in 13 
practice days through April 11. 
"Every one of our scrimmages to 
this point but one has been on key- 
ing on certain situations," said 
Kidd. 
The regulation game will feature 
everything except kickoffs. For the 
first time, honorary coaches have 
been named for the gams. Colonel 
Club President Jimmy Moberly and 
current President Wayne Bowling 
will serve as honorary coaches. 
"We're really excited about our 
spring game and are hoping to make 
it into something that becomes an 
annual event that our fans look for- 
wsrd to each spring," Kidd said. 
Tailgating is encouraged, and con- 
cessions wil be available. 
Admission to Saturday's game is 
•1. 
Grade Brown waa third at 14.10 
seconds. 
Gilmore's time of 11.89 seconds in 
the 100 gave her a thircVplace finish. 
Erdmann said the 4x100 relay 
team would have finished high in 
the overall results, but oner runner 
dropped the baton during a trial 
heat. 
On the men's side, the sprint 
medley relay team placed fourth 
behind teams from Penn State 
University, Notre Dams University 
and host Tennessee. 
Erdmann said the team, whose 
members are Chapman, Goodwin, 
Jackson and Carter, gave the men's 
team its "most notable achieve- 
ment" at the Dogwood Relays. 
The men's and women's teams 
will compete this weekend in the 
Kentucky Relays, to be held Friday 
and Saturday at the University of 
Kentucky. 
Following that meet, the women 
will host the annual Becky Boone 
Relays April 26-26 at the Tom 
Samuels Track. 
That same weekend, the men's 
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CLASSMATE 
DATA SHEET 
Turn-Om: 
frettLaUas 
nvOffs:_li!aft 
lAYJf 
Tu i: Irfa ruifk, 
udt 
F.vorit. MoVta:_k2lA42£L_ 
Favorita Sonr. "Mi   V „_ 
"V>.W   J^   11 YKKmfh 
Favor** TV Show.. 
s*cr.t rv.i»Jo aMMsBHV 
l<Uv<A v\ a da 
EM THM Bag 
Photos By: 
CHARLES PENDLETON 
Official" Cl»um>tt Photographer 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Kim is s Sophomore majoring in Medical Records. She is modeling a jumpshort by SASSAFRAS* 
AND SANDALS BY BASS* . Photo Finish by Photo Stop Lab. 
(Promotional Considerations By: WENDY'S, COCA-COLA BOTTLING MIDEAST. LONG 
JOHN SILVER'S, J. 8UTTER'8 MILL, RICHMOND BANK. CREATIVE ARTS bySHERRI, 
MR, GATTrS, MADISON FLOWER SHOP, WESTERN STEER, C A H RAUCH JEWELERS 
FAMOUS RECIPE, and THE COMMONWEALTH OP KENTUCKY! 
WFMI lOOfrn Hit Radio Interviews MISS APRIL today at 2:30 P.M.  
Applications for CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH are available at STUDIO 27. 
SASSAFRAS*   and BASS*   are registered trademarks. 
Sponsored By: 
455 EASTERN 
BY-PASS 
SHOPPERS 
VILLAGE 
RICHMOND. 
KENTUCKY 
UDI0 
HOURS 
Mori  Sat 
10 a.m. to 9 p m 
Sun.  1-6 pm 
Phone 
624-2727 
"The College Shop 
Classma.e U.S.A., International Headquarters 455 Eatttm By-Pa—        Richmond, KY. 40476 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
(606)624-2727 
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team will travel to Philadelphia, 
where they will compete in the Penn 
Relays boated by the University of 
Pennsylvania. 
Sluggers locked 
in division tie 
Progress staff report 
Through 36 games, the Colonels 
were tied with Morebesd State 
University for the lead ki the Ohio 
Valley Confsrence Northern Divi- 
sion with s 6-8 league mark. 
The University of Akron follows 
at 4-4, and Youngstown State 
University brings up the rear at 2-6. 
The team's batting leader con- 
tinues to be first baseman Clay 
Elswick, who is hitting .416. He also 
has 13 home runs and 66 RBIs to 
lead the team in both categories. 
Reliever Jimmy Miles is the team 
leader in earned run average at 3.04. 
He also has two saves. Jeff Cruse 
leads the team in wins with six and 
strikeouts with 42. 
The phenomenon of professional 
wrestling has taken this country by 
storm. Thousands of people who 
watched TV wrestling, but never 
told anyone, are coming out of the 
closet and going to the arena. 
Let me make two things clear 
before we proceed further. First, 
this space will not make a judgment 
on the authenticity of profession si 
wrestling. Second, it wil not decide 
whether or not profsssliaisl wrestl- 
ing is sn actual sport. Enough said. 
Why so many people in this coun- 
try will shell out their dollars to 
watch grown (or overgrown) men 
grapple with each other in a ring is 
incomprehensible. 
Yet interest in pro wrestling has 
grown incredibly in recent years. 
Wrestling is serious business to 
fens, and bag business to promoters. 
Our laboratory experience for this 
discussion comes from the April 3 
card at Lexington's Rupp Arena. 
The image of the typical fan took 
shape early aa the customers came 
in. Blue-collar workers, with their 
families, made up much of the 
crowd. They seemed to be a quiet, 
thoughtful crowd. That was shout 
to change. 
I watched the matches with my 
roommate and a mutual friend, our 
resident expert. Virgil Hsyes, a 
23-year-old graduate student st the 
University of Kentucky, studied the 
world of pro wrestling to sn indepen- 
dent study course in sociology. 
He called pro wrestling an "opiate 
of the masses" in describing its in- 
credible appeal. 
"Some people think it's ludicrous 
to call it a sport," Hayes said. 
"However, it serves the same func- 
tion aa a sport." 
Hsyes said hs interviewed 
wrestler Jerry Lawler during his in- 
dependent study. "He said, 'Wrestl- 
ing is just Ike any other sport. W- 
are entertainers and athletes,' " 
Real or not, there is no question 
that the card, and each match on it, 
is designed with the fan in mind. 
The early matches had just 
enough action to hold the fans' in- 
terest, but it was dear that they 
were waiting for bigger things. 
In the fourth BSMCW of the six- 
event card, Billy Travis, a Lex- 
ington native, defeated a Libyan 
named Abdul Gadaffi (no kidding.) 
The fans began to get into it at 
this point, shouting "USA" and a 
shaf. 
Out 
in left field 
Mike Marsee 
few things my mother told me never 
to write. 
These once passive people were so 
involved in the action that they 
wouldn't have noticed if KHngon in- 
vaders had made off with the roof. 
"It seems like they take over ss 
they approach the main event,'' 
Hayes said  Indeed. 
The big show was a tag team 
grudge match featuring Jerry 
Lawler and Dutch Man tell against 
BUI Dundee and Buddy LandelL 
Dundee and Landell put MsnteU 
through the wringer in the early 
minutes, while Lawler occasionally 
got in a cheap shot outside the ring. 
Finally, Mantell tagged Lawler, 
who went to war. When hs got an 
opponent in a hold, he slugged him 
s few times, then asked the fana if 
he should bit him again You know 
what their answer was. 
Mere seconds after hs tagged out, 
Mantell was also recovered and 
back in the ring throwing his own 
cheap shots. 
"It's no longer black and white, 
good versus svu," Hayes said. "The 
good guys are cheating to win now." 
Dundee and Landell were even-. 
tually   disqualified   for   aome _ 
underhanded tactic, and as they left 
the ring, a fan put his fist in the 
wrong place, Dundee's nadssction. 
Dundee dki vary little, but the 
cops were on the fan so fast he 
didn't have time to ssy goodbye. 
So what makes pro wrestling so 
popular among the common folk of 
America? Hayes said ft appeals to 
our "basal instincts," that is, what. 
drives us to survive. 
Hayes said he thinks pro 
wrestling has peaked in popularity. 
But don't expect it to slide downhill 
yet. 
Wrestlers still get six-figure 
checks and notoriety, and more im- 
portantly, fens still pay to ass them. 
They'll likely continue to do so. 
The independent staff of 
The 
Family Dog 
Back row: Terry Lewis, Markeena Hicks, Connie Thelan, 
Dana Mullins, Ricky Grimes, Missy Meadows, Jett Traylor and 
David Embry 
Front Row: Bruce Springsteen, Jenny Meyers, Terri Nolan, Nugget 
\ 
invites you down to an ail GDI mixer 
Friday April 18 
M 
no cover 4 - 6 • 10* nite 4 - 7 • 25* styro cups 7 • 12 
hive entertainment by Buster Brown 
mmm attltttV. . 
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Men's team plays OVC foes 
By MOHMMN 
Sport* Motor 
The university's man's tennis 
team played two of its three 
matches on its home courts last 
weekend, but it was the road trip 
to Tennessee Tech University 
that produced the team's only 
win. 
Meanwhile, the women's team 
could not recover from a loss to 
a strong Miami (Ohio) Universi- 
ty team, so the Colonels were 
also beaten by Ohio University. 
Both teams are continuing 
preparations for the Ohio Valley 
Conference championships later 
this month. 
The men's team will play the 
conference championship April 
26-26 at Cookeville. Tenn. The 
matches wil be hosted by Ten- 
nessee Tech. 
The women's championship 
will be played during the same 
weekend on the courts of Austin 
Peay State University in 
Clarksville, Tenn. 
The men faced three conference 
opponents over the weekend. 
They opeiiw* blsy Friday at the 
Martin Hall Courts in a match 
with Murray State University, 
which is defending its seventh 
consecutive conference 
championship. 
The Racers won the match 6-3. 
Two of the Colonels' wins were in 
singles play. 
The Colonels' No 5 singles 
player, Chris Brown, notched a 
milestone win by beating Paul 
Austin, who had won 13 con- 
secutive matches, in straight 
sets, 6-2. 6-a 
And Andrew DiNola, the Col- 
onels' top seed, knocked off 
Jeans Bergrahm, the defending 
OVC champion in the No. 1 posi- 
tion. Scores in that match were 
6-3. 2-6. 6-3. 
The Colonels' doubles' win was 
posted by the No. 2 team of Chris 
Smith and Scott Patrick. They 
defeated Murray's Alan Farmer 
and Bard Gundersson 6-4. 2-6, 
6-4. 
Colonels who fell short in close 
matches included the No. 1 
doubles team, DiNola and Brian 
Marcum. They loat 7-6, 3-6. 6-4 
to Murray's John Brunner and 
John Schneider. 
The following day, the Colonels 
returned to face a W) thrashing 
at the hands of Austin Peay's 
Governors. 
Colonels' coach Tom Higgins 
admitted his team was whipped 
by the Governors. "They've got 
a good team. Austin Peay will 
continue to beat us because they 
have five full scholarships." he 
said. 
Higgms waa referring to the 
OVC'a rale that allows member 
institutions to distribute their 96 
scholarships in any manner they 
see fit within National Collegiate 
Athletic Association guidelines. 
The Governors have invested 
heavily in tennis and cross 
country. 
DiNola took the Governors' 
No.l seed. Brad Moaa, to three 
sets before he was defeated 2-6, 
6-3. 7-6. 
Rusty Cummings defeated the 
Colonels' Jim I-aitta 6-3, 7-6, and 
Brown lost 7-6. 6-4 to Austin 
Peay's Greg Brownlow. 
The Colonels traveled to 
Cookeville, Tenn. to face Tech on 
Sunday, where they came away 
with a 6-4 win. 
No. 3 seed Jim Laitta, 13-7 in 
singles play, defeated Jaime 
Escudero 6-2, 6-2. 
No.4 Patrick won 6-2, 6-4 over 
Tech's Tom Parnell, Brown 
defeated Joe Froedge 6-1, 6-1. 
and Marcum took a 6-2, 6-4 win 
over the Golden Eagles' Tim 
Miles. 
Brown and Marcum also won 
in straight sets. 
The Colonels won one doubles 
match, as Smith and Patrick 
defeated Tom Parnell and Tim 
Miles 76. 6-1. 
The Colonels held an 8-9 record 
before Wednesday's scheduled 
match with Morehead State 
University. They travel to the 
University of Tennessee on Fri- 
day, then return home to meet 
Centre College at 2 p.m. next 
Wednesday in the regular season 
finale. 
The women played both their 
matches Saturday on the Ohio 
University campus in Athens, 
Ohio^  
In their morning match, the 
Colonels were drilled 9-0 by 
Miami. Only one match went to 
a third set. 
That was the No. 2 doubles 
match, in which Miami's 
Kathleen Boyle and Sue 
Brozovich defeated the Colonels' 
Pam Wise and Sabrina Miles 1-6, 
6-4. 6-3. 
Coach Sandra Martin said the 
women of Miami simply out- 
manned her team. 
The Colonels then fell 6-3 to 
host Ohio. Dee Cannon captured 
the Colonels' only singles win of 
the day with a 7-6, 7-6 win over 
Polly Gray in the No. 4 position. 
Cannon and Jeanie Waldron 
won their No. 1 doubles match 
3-6, 7-6. 6-1 over Cheryl Promin 
ski and Mary Novak. And Wise 
and Miles took a 6-4,7-6 decision 
from Ohio's Gray and Traci 
Keenan. 
Howard joins 
cagers again 
J 
Progress photo/Christopher Metz 
Andrew DiNola drives a forehand shot 
'Coach Martin feels, and I feel, we have a 
good chance at doing well in the OVC - Dee 
annon 
Laura Hesselbrock and Beckie 
Mark, the Colonels' No. 3 
doubles combination, fell in a 
close match to Erin Burke and 
Patty Maroscher. That score was 
6-3. 6-7. 6-3. 
Cannon said the team was 
drained after the Miami match. 
"We save all that we could 
against Miami," she said. "We 
were pretty tired." 
She said the team is eager to 
perform well in the upcoming 
OVC championships. 
"We seem really up for it." 
Cannon said "We all want to do 
really well ki the OVC. 
Cannon expressed confidence in 
the team's abilities. "Coach Mar- 
tin feels, and I feel, we have a 
good chance at doing well in the 
OVC." she said. 
Cannon said she has never 
played in the conference tourna- 
ment, but said she is looking for- 
ward to this year's event. 
She said no one player or team 
within the Colonels stands out 
above the other at this time. 
"The singles and doubles are 
about even," Cannon said. 
Friday, the women travel 
south to Atlanta, Ga., for mat- 
ches with Brenau College and 
Emory University. They face 
Austin Peay at 10 a.m. Sunday 
at Martin Hall Courts. 
A later scrimmage match with 
Centre will conclude the regular 
season.   . 
By Mike Manes 
Sports editor 
The first day of colsge baaket- 
ball'a spring signing period has 
come and gone, and onh- one recruit 
has signed the university's dotted 
line thus far. 
Both head coaches said they are 
actively pursuing other players, but 
the women's team has signed no 
• one. while the men have one signee. 
Coach Max Good has brought 
back a famliar face to the men's 
team. Tyrone Howard will return to 
the university for his second stint 
with the Colonels. 
Howard reportedly mailed a sign 
ed scholarship to Good on April 9. 
the first day of the signing period. 
Howard, a 6-7 forward, averaged 
27 points and nine rebounds last 
season at New Mexico Military. 
Institute. 
He signed with the university two 
years ago out of Westinghouse High 
School in Pittsburgh, Pa., where he 
waa considered one of the top pro- 
spects in the Esst. 
While with the Colonels in 
1984-86, Howard averaged 2.8 
points and 2.2 rebounds per game. 
Hs also excited crowds with his 
flashy style of play. 
But he did not earn enough credit 
hours to keep his eligibility, so he 
went west to NMMI. 
"It's really been good for him 
academically, socially and from a 
basketball standpoint," Good said. 
He added that Howard played in the 
"toughest junior college basketball 
league in the country." 
He said although Howard was 
limited durfcig his freshman year 
here because he waa playing behind 
four seniors, he could make an im- 
pact with the Colonels 
"He's a bona fide scorer," Good 
•aid. 
Good said the Colonels, like most 
other teams, are looking for a quali- 
ty big man. He said finding a point 
guard to replace John DeCamillis is 
also "a top priority." 
He said some junior college 
players who are interested have yet 
to visit the campus because of 
Tyrone Howard 
post season tournaments.  "Junior 
college kids don't sign early." 
Coach Dianne Murphy ssid 
although no one has signed with her 
team yet, two players have verbal- 
ly committed to the university and 
are expected to sign today. 
see 
In other college basketball news. 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association Women's Basketball 
Rules Committeehas approved the 
use of s coaching box for the 
1986-87 season. 
The box will be used on all levels 
of play. The rule is the same aa the 
one used by the men. Murphy said 
the rule will have no effect on her 
coaching strategies or techniques. 
Other nils changes for the-women 
include experimental use of s three- 
point goal from a distance of 19 feet. 
nine inches from the basket. Con- 
ferences may request permission to 
use the three-point goal if they so 
desire. 
The jump ball has also been 
eliminated n women'a basketball. 
replaced by alternating possession 
except to begin the gams and any 
overtime periods.  
EM. 1 Mux, Wr., 
112 81  George Street 
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CABLE SUBSCRIBERS 
Get the best 
of both worlds with 
CENTEL CABLE 
You now have the opportunity 
to add a premium channel at a 
VERY LOW cost. 
You can also save on 
INSTALLATION 
[Come see up at our booth during Spring I 
Expo from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Friday, April 251 
at the Meditation Chapel Plaza. We'll 
give you a small gift and you can 
register to win a GREAT prize. 
We'll be looking for YOU1 
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